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BAILEY, Mrs Lauren, Director, Franchising and State Law, National Automobile Dealers Association 

KOBLENZ, Mr Andrew, Executive Vice President, Legal and Regulatory Affairs, National Automobile 

Dealers Association 

Evidence was taken via teleconference—  

Committee met at 09:31 

CHAIR (Senator Pratt):  I declare open this hearing of the Senate Education and Employment References 

Committee inquiry into the regulation of the relationship between car manufacturers and car dealers in Australia 

(formerly General Motors Holden Operations in Australia). This is a public hearing and a Hansard transcript of 

the proceedings is being made. The hearing is also being broadcast by the Australian Parliament House website. 

Before the committee starts taking evidence, I remind all witnesses that in giving evidence to the committee, 

they're protected by parliamentary privilege. It is unlawful for anyone to threaten or disadvantage a witness on 

account of evidence given to a committee, and such action may be treated by the Senate as a contempt. It is a 

contempt to give false or misleading evidence to the committee. We prefer evidence to be given in public, but 

under the Senate's resolutions witnesses have the right to request to be heard in private. If a witness objects to 

answering a question, the witness should state the grounds upon which the objection is taken, and the committee 

will determine whether it will insist on an answer, having regard to the ground on which public interest immunity 

is claimed. If the committee determines to insist on an answer, a witness may request that the answer be given in 

private. Such a request may of course also be made at any other time. 

I am delighted to be joined via videoconference representatives from the American National Automobile 

Dealers Association. I understand you have been given information on parliamentary privilege and the manner in 

which that might apply, given you're overseas. 

Mr Koblenz:  Lauren and I appreciate the opportunity to appear today. NADA is the national trade association 

that represents franchise, new car and truck dealers in the United States. As such, we are the US analogue for the 

Australian Automotive Dealer Association, providing many of the same services to our members. As requested, 

we hope to provide some perspective on how the US regulates the relationships between vehicle manufacturers 

and franchise dealers.  

Before Lauren gives you some of the specific highlights of those regulations, let me provide you a little 

background on the structure of the law in the United States. In the US, laws exist on three levels: at the national or 

federal level; at the state level, of which, as you know, there are 50; and then at the local level, of which there are 

many, many more. The federal government is one of limited powers. It can only exercise those powers given to it 

by the United States constitution. In the US, authority to regulate for the health and welfare of the citizenry exists 

primarily at the state level. Most importantly for today's discussion, this includes the law of contracts. As a 

consequence, the US laws governing the relationship between vehicle OEMs and dealers—that is, dealer 

franchising rights—are creatures of state law. As indicated, there are 50 flavours of them. While they have many 

common elements, they also differ greatly. As a historical matter state franchise laws in the United States arose in 

response to manufacturer overreach.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Can we stop for a second? 

CHAIR:  There is a little distortion.  

Mr Koblenz:  Would you like me to start at the beginning? 

CHAIR:  We could actually hear you, there was just some background noise coming over the top. 

Mr Koblenz:  I will just continue where I was. I was indicating that the franchise laws are actually creatures of 

state law and that there are 50 flavours of them. While they have many elements in common, they also differ 

greatly. As a historical matter, state franchise laws in United States arose in response to manufacturer overreach. 

After entering into contracts with dealers to create an independently funded outsourced distribution channel, 

OEMs took steps to undermine those very relationships. Some examples include terminating dealers arbitrarily 

and without good cause, forcing dealers to take unwanted inventory, unfairly setting up competing factory-owned 

stores in the immediate proximity of franchise dealers, and imposing unreasonable terms and rules on dealers.  

You might ask why the US dealers did not respond by simply negotiating better contracts with their OEMs. 

The answer is that the OEMs were much larger and therefore had more economic power. So why didn't the 

dealers get together like a labour union and bargain collectively? The federal antitrust laws in the United States 

prohibit that. They prevent the exercise of collective economic power by groups such as dealers. Labour unions 

have an express exemption from the US antitrust laws that allows them to collectively bargain but dealers do not. 

But the United States constitution does protect the dealer's right to collectively petition their government to 
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address their grievances. So the dealers did just that, and the state legislators responded by enacting the variety of 

franchise laws that we have today. Now I'm going to ask Lauren to give you an overview of what some of the key 

provisions of those laws provide. 

CHAIR:  Thank you.  

Mrs Bailey:  Thank you. It is so great to be here virtually with you today to discuss state franchise laws. I 

appreciate the opportunity to speak with you today and give a brief overview of the laws regulating the 

relationship between dealers and manufacturers here in the United States. As Andy mentioned, most of the 

regulation of that relationship takes place at the state level here in our country. Laws can and will vary from state 

to state, and state law may impact on what can be enforced in the written contract between the manufacturer and 

the dealer. 

The sections of the laws that I will highlight today are very common and can be found in most state franchise 

laws, although there may be variations in the text and enforcement between the states. In fact, enforcement in the 

states can take place in a variety of ways. Depending on the state, dealers can seek redress through our court 

system, through a regulatory agency or maybe through a board or commission made up of dealers and members 

of the public. 

The first section of the franchise law I would like to highlight deals with dealer terminations. Laws regulating 

the situation where a manufacturer seeks to terminate a dealer are found in all 50 states. It is important to note, 

though, that no state prohibits a manufacturer from lawfully terminating the contract of a dealer in breach of their 

dealer agreement. Termination laws generally require notice and opportunity to protest or appeal the requirement 

of good cause for the termination and the opportunity to procure and repurchase obligations of the inventory from 

the manufacturer. 

The second provision found in all 50 states deals with prohibited actions by the manufacturers. These 

prohibited acts generally deal with coercion of dealers to do something, whether it be invest in economically 

unreasonable facility programs or accepting delivery of vehicles not specifically ordered by the dealers. Many 

states also prohibit the unfair competition of the manufacturer with the dealer by operating a dealership 

themselves or attempting to set the final price of the vehicle. 

The final section of the franchise laws that I would like to highlight deals with dealer compensation for 

warrantee repairs. Nearly every state has passed a law guaranteeing that dealers are compensated for both parts 

and labour on warrantee repairs at their customer pay rates. Manufacturers mandate facilities, special tools, 

equipment and training to carry out warranty repairs for the manufacturers, and all of this costs dealers a lot of 

money. But that investment benefits consumers, as dealers are the ones who fill the warranty made by the 

manufacturers. 

Thank you so much for the opportunity to be here today, and I welcome any questions you may have. 

CHAIR:  Thank you. That was extremely helpful from both of you. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you, Mr Koblenz and Mrs Bailey, for being there on the other side of the world. I 

know there is a time difference and that always makes things tricky. We very much appreciate you coming. In 

these COVID times, can I just say how heartbreaking it is for us to watch great allies like the US and the loss of 

life that you're suffering. So we hope that you're okay and that Christmas brings a change of fortune for the whole 

country as we turn over the calendar to 2021. 

Thank you very much for your great summary of the structure of the way in which your laws work. Clearly, we 

have a slightly different system here. But the fact that 50 states actually responded to the petitioning of your 

dealers indicates the capacity that you have to respond. I'm hoping that we might get that sort of response from 

our federal government as well. One of the big resistances to enacting anything of the form you have described to 

us this morning is that, if Australia enacted laws resembling the protections for car dealers found in the US, 

manufacturers would potentially leave the Australian market. What do you think about that claim and what has 

been your experience in interactions with the OEMs in the US when these laws came into place? 

Mr Koblenz: Obviously we can't speak to the economic situation on the ground in Australia, but we can say 

that, in the United States, the manufacturers have thrived. Generally speaking, this is a very healthy symbiotic 

relationship. The manufacturers have done very well. They have expanded. They have grown their dealer 

networks. Some of the Korean manufacturers have come in and dramatically expanded their presence. The US 

market used to be dominated by three companies—Ford, General Motors and Chrysler—and now we have 17 or 

18, with 30 brands, some of which have sub-brands. The laws only prevent banned and inappropriate behaviour. 

They allow the responsible parties to compete very well, and the manufacturers generally do. So I don't see any 

reason why protections that say you can only terminate someone when there is legitimate cause or imposing an 
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economically unjustifiable level of inventory or facility requirement should cause someone to pull out of the 

market. That simply hasn't happened in the United States. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you. Do you want to add anything, Mrs Bailey? 

Mrs Bailey:  I would only add that the American market has thrived. I don't think companies have looked at it 

and said they are not going to invest in America because of franchise laws. 

Senator O'NEILL:  As you indicated, Mr Koblenz, the franchising laws were a response to what you 

described as the OEM's economic power, which was basically too big for individual dealers to stand up against. 

Mr Koblenz:  That is absolutely the case. The OEMs are very large and the contracts are often presented on a 

take it or leave it basis. With the magnitude of investment involved, the dealers found themselves unable to 

negotiate individually. There was some effort by some of the larger US companies that retail automobiles—there 

are some very large ones—but even they don't have the economic leverage to negotiate on a completely even 

path. And the manufacturers in the United States continue to limit the number of stores any one particular dealer 

could own of a particular brand. There was an article in the US publication Automotive News just this past month 

about how one of the larger US groups had to divest itself of a store because it had exceeded the manufacturer's 

limits on the number of stores that could be held by that company. It was a publicly traded company, a very large 

company. Nonetheless, it had reached its limit and the manufacturer didn't want it to get bigger in its 

representation of that manufacturer. So, yes, they are large, but they still have the same economic size that the 

OEMS have. 

Senator O'NEILL:  And without the protection of the laws across the 50 states, I suspect that as an industry 

you would not have survived in the shape and form that you have and held the number of jobs that you have 

across the country. 

Mr Koblenz:  That is absolutely the case. In fact, if you look at the securities filings in some of the publicly 

traded dealership groups, they list as a material risk to their investors the possibility of the repeal of the franchise 

laws—because the franchise laws so dramatically increase the value of their businesses and lowers the cost of 

capital because of the certainty it provides that the OEMs will not be able to act in arbitrary ways. So you are 

absolutely correct: the economic benefit flows through. In a competitive market like we have in the United States, 

those benefits ultimately flow through to the consumer in the form of lower premiums. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So this move across the 50 states was critical to maintaining competition and benefit to 

the consumer? 

Mr Koblenz:  Yes, absolutely. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Is it correct to say that, in the US, a manufacturer can generally only terminate an 

agreement, or not renew an agreement, if they show good cause to do so? Can you explain the rationale for that 

requirement. 

Mr Koblenz:  Lauren, do you want to take that one? 

Senator O'NEILL:  I think this goes to the points you were making, Ms Bailey. You talked about termination, 

prohibited acts and warranty promises as the three main frames.  

Mrs Bailey:  Absolutely. That goes to the massive investment dealers are making for their business, so they 

need a certainty that they will not be terminated by the manufacturer for just any reason at all—that their business 

will be continued. In fact, some of the state laws will enumerate certain situations that are specifically not a good 

cause, that these situations that the manufacturer may think of are definitely not good cause and are not reasons 

for termination. So, in order to end the business relationship, the manufacturer is going to need a specific and 

good reason to go through that process. Even then, the dealer will have due process and a way to appeal or protest 

that decision by the manufacturer.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Okay. In Australia, there are reports that manufacturers have given their dealers 

agreements spanning as little as one year. Is that something you would see in the US? 

Mrs Bailey:  You wouldn't necessarily see the agreements spanning a specific period of time in most of the 

states. Again, if you were even—just the expiration of an agreement in most states would not be good cause for 

terminating the dealer agreement.  

Mr Koblenz:  But, as a general matter, I can add to that that most of the agreements in the US are perpetual. 

They're of indefinite term. There is no limit. The one exception is General Motors, which has a five-year term but, 

as Lauren says, the expiration of the contract is not good cause to terminate. There's a required renewal. But GM 

can change its terms each five years.  
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Senator O'NEILL:  In the US, in the event of a dispute with a manufacturer, what are some of the dispute 

resolution options that are available to dealers, other than going to the courts? How do you resolve a point of 

conflict? 

Mrs Bailey:  It can depend on the state. Some states have a dealer board or a dealer commission where they 

can take their dispute and the dealer board or the dealer commission will have a ruling, and that can involve a 

group of dealers, usually appointed by the governor, and it will have members of the public or members of a 

different group to hear the dispute [inaudible] mandatory mediation that you have to go through before you go to 

the courts. In some states, you will have to go to your administrative agency, whatever the regulating agency is in 

the state. Then in other states the only avenue you have is to go directly to the court system to get redress. So it 

really is a mixed bag and it all depends on this big government.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Do you have, across the country, a particular jurisdiction which you believe is the most 

cost-effective model? What states or state is that? 

Mrs Bailey:  I'm not sure if I could pick a favourite state but I will say one of the lowest cost models generally 

is to have a state dealer board or commission. That probably is the lowest cost model for the dealers—and 

probably the manufacturers—to use.  

Senator O'NEILL:  As it is appointed by the governor, with public appointees from the general population, it 

sounds like it would be— 

Mrs Bailey:  Correct.  

Senator O'NEILL:  a genuinely independent body that would have consumers' interests as well as business 

interests at heart. 

Mrs Bailey:  Correct. The dealer boards are made up of different groups of people, but they generally will 

have new car dealers, some will have used car dealers on them, depending on what their jurisdiction is, members 

of the public, some will have other political appointees on them. But that sort of setup tends to be the most cost-

effective for dispute resolution.  

Senator O'NEILL:  We might be in touch to get a little more detail on that.  

Mrs Bailey:  I actually have it for you.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you. The proposed fine for breaching Australia's franchise laws is around about 

A$130,000. That's less than US$100,000. In your experience, is setting a fine at that level an effective deterrent to 

auto manufacturers in the US market? Is that enough to stop bad practice? 

Mrs Bailey:   The state franchise laws generally do not set fines, even though dealers can go and recover 

damages in the court system, because one of the ways that the states will go after a bad actor in the state is to go 

after their licensing authority and take away their license to even sell their cars in the state for the manufacturers. 

That's a better way, because the manufacturer is so big that any fine could just be baked into the cost of the 

vehicle. You don't want bad actors just paying fines and then still being bad actors in the state, so a monetary fine 

from the state is not necessarily the best way, but holding their license as a way to get at them is the way that the 

states have gone after them. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So the denial of access to market is the critical factor there? 

Mrs Bailey:  Correct. 

CHAIR:  Senator O'Neill, I'm going to have to draw you to a close so I can give the call to Senator McGrath. I 

will come back to you. 

Senator O'NEILL:  I've got two more, if I may. 

Senator McGRATH:  I'm okay with Senator O'Neill continuing. She's covering some of the questions that I 

was interested in—so you're fine. 

CHAIR:  That's fine. Keep going then, by all means. That's terrific. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you, Senator McGrath. I've just got two more, if I may. Of course, I'll have more if 

you come back later. Are there any laws in the US which stop this practice of manufacturers constantly pressuring 

dealers to invest in facilities? You spoke about prohibited acts in your opening remarks, Ms Bailey—

'unreasonable capital investment', I think you called it. How do you prevent manufacturers making people pull up 

their shiny purple tiles and put down matte black tiles and having a particular colour on the window screening for 

the light? All of these are quite extraordinary propositions that we've heard. 

Mrs Bailey:  There have been a number of states that have passed provisions that would say that it's an unfair 

practice to make a dealer do a facility upgrade if it has been 10 years, seven years or five years since the last one 
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or if it is not economically feasible to do another one so quickly. But it's funny you mention the tiles, because, 

along with those facility upgrade provisions, states have also passed offender choice provisions for when dealers 

say, 'You have to buy your tiles from this factory that's only in Italy,' even though the store down the street sells 

the exact same tiles that no-one can tell the difference from. States have also said that it's an unfair practice to say 

that you have to buy the tiles from the manufacturer that the dealer says to buy from if they're of similar quality to 

other goods that you can find at a much more reasonable cost. Those [inaudible] you'll find in the franchise laws. 

Senator O'NEILL:  You're describing a sector where there is an incredible use of power to push cost onto the 

providers, who are the car dealers. Having seen what I think you, Mr Koblenz, described as 'overreach' in your 

opening comments, states pushed back, and the only way this matter was resolved was legislatively. There would 

have been no way that this could have been fixed without the legislature in these 50 states doing the job of 

protecting business, protecting jobs and protecting the consumer to ensure competition. 

Mr Koblenz:  It has levelled the playing field, it has evened it up and it doesn't constrain reasonable, fair 

competition, but it puts the outer rails on it so that the competition can be done in a fair way. On some of the 

things Lauren was talking about, no-one is saying that you can't have brand design and ensure that you're hitting 

the market the way you want consistent with the DNA of your vehicles and what your marketing research says. 

An extreme example is sourcing blue tiles at the local store, not the ones that cost five times to 10 times less by 

going outside. Those are the kinds of extreme things that it protects against and allows the competition to go 

forward— 

Senator O'NEILL:  In prohibited acts, Ms Bailey, you spoke about unreasonable capital investment, which 

we've just discussed. You also talked about the dealer basically dumping a large number of vehicles and some 

constraint on the setting of the final price. I'm sure you are aware of the reality in Australia, where we have had 

General Motors withdraw. Honda have now withdrawn termination without any compensation. I'm very much 

concerned for our dealers in that context—that they're in big trouble. Can you respond to those three prohibited 

acts that you spoke about? What will happen if everybody is allowed to pull out and we just have a dealer 

delivery model? If we don't do what you guys have done, what do you think is going to happen over here? 

Mrs Bailey:  I'm not sure what will happen over there. But I will say if a manufacturer is going to pull out of a 

market because they're cancelling a line make, or they are going to stop selling or whatever, and they are going to 

terminate all of the dealers in a certain line make, in some of the states in the United states they would need to 

give at least 180 days notice. They would have report obligations of the vehicles. They wouldn't just be able to 

pull up the tent and leave the next day. Even though no-one can force a manufacturer to stay in business, to 

continue to keep selling a vehicle or a line make in perpetuity, there are still protections for when they're 

cancelling these vehicles. There are protections baked in for what has happened in Australia if were to happen in 

the United States. 

Senator O'NEILL:  What would happen in the US if you didn't have your laws and a company came in and 

said, 'We're going to remove the model that you currently operate in and we're going to just go to delivery centres 

out of the major cities in each of those 50 states?' Without your laws what would happen to your market? 

Mr Koblenz:  First of all consumers would be disserved, ultimately because the model that we have ensures a 

much more favourable consumer experience. I think you would find tremendous dislocation. Dealers in the 

United States employ north of a million people. Even after the adverse effects of the pandemic, the employment 

dealers are still substantial [inaudible] in that in the situation. I think consumers would have a difficult time 

getting their cars serviced as effectively and conveniently as they do now. I don't know what would happen to the 

performance of warranty work, or maybe even more importantly safety recall work, if there were a problem with 

that. I think you would probably find a system that doesn't work quite as well as the current model, and that would 

obviously negatively affect dealers and but ultimately consumers as well. 

Senator O'NEILL:  What would happen to the price of cars if the competition that's baked into your market 

disappeared with one point of delivery, with just a distribution network rather than a car dealership network? 

Mr Koblenz:  There has been some study of that. There was a study done by the phoenix centre that looked at 

the price of cars. They were trying to suss out whether or not there was a benefit to intrabrand competition, which 

the dealers provide. As the Ford dealer will tell you his greatest competition is not necessarily the GM dealer or 

the Honda dealer, it's the Ford dealer down the street who is going to be his greatest competition. 

They were studying Honda vehicles in Texas. They found that in markets where there was only one Honda 

dealer within a 30 mile radius prices were $500 higher than in those markets that were severed by two or more 

Honda dealers. So I think you would see that the absence of intrabrand competition would tend to increase the 
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price of cars, not to mention some of the other efficiencies the dealers can bring in terms of the sheer distribution 

that the Americans want.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Finally, with regard to warranty I understand that there are very specific laws that you 

alluded to, Ms Bailey, regarding warranty payment process in the US. Could you elaborate on why they have 

been legislated? Why were they considered necessary for legislative action in the 50 states across the US? 

Mrs Bailey:  There was a lot of history of bad actions by the manufactures. They would pay a low rate for a 

part. They would pay almost nothing for the labour, but still require the investment of the dealer—all the training 

for the staff, all the investment in the tools, all the investment in the facilities. The dealers are required by their 

contracts to do warranty work. There is no negotiating that with the manufacturers, so they've needed to go to the 

legislator to get that [inaudible]  

CHAIR:  Thank you, Senator O'Neill. Senator O'Sullivan and Senator McGrath? 

Senator McGRATH:  Senator O'Neill has covered the questions we wanted. Senator, if you have a further set 

of questions we're happy to cede our time to you. 

CHAIR:  I certainly have a few more. Just to clarify, are these general franchise laws or are they specific to the 

automobile association? Does that cause any complexity? Are you noticing any trends in other franchise sectors 

that you would be concerned about? For example, we had a little bit of discussion of direct selling, but I would be 

interested to know if you would have concerns about that in the long term. 

Mr Koblenz:  With respect to the first part of your question, the motor vehicle franchise laws are their own 

animal; they are sui generis. There are other laws, and I know your committee has looked into this a bit and had 

some discussions about this. Our other laws regulate other franchise relationships—McDonald's and things like 

that. In America, the auto dealers are not generally considered part of those other franchise systems. The 

franchises are unique and special to the motor vehicle retailing model. As a result, we don't really engage 

ourselves extensively in the other types of franchise laws that are out there—what I'd call the business law 

franchise; the more traditional restaurant or hotel ones. 

With respect to direct sales, the laws in the United states do vary dramatically between states. Virtually every 

state has an unfair competition that prevents a manufacturer from competing unfairly with its franchise dealers. 

One of the ways they could compete unfairly would be to sell directly, or sell directly in close proximity to the 

dealers. It ranges from California, which just regulates only within 10 miles of a dealer, to other states that 

[inaudible]. Some states ban direct sales without regard to whether the manufacturer has a dealer network. These 

are public policy decisions in the states with good justification. I alluded to [inaudible]. The presence of inter-

brand competition lowers the prices that consumers pay, and through an efficiency approach it squeezes out all 

the excess costs that might go with it. Another very important consideration with respect to direct sales is that the 

independent franchise dealer model aligns the interest of the consumer with the interest of the dealer with respect 

to performing warranty and safety recall work. At the margins there are calls as to whether the warranty work 

needs to be done or the recall needs to be done. Some of the OEMs, or at least one OEM, has said one of the 

reasons they want to sell direct is to avoid putting itself in that conflict where its own economic interest is to not 

do the warranty work when it's in the consumer's economic interest to have it done. By aligning with the dealers, 

the states have said, 'We want the person doing that warranty work to have the same economic interest as the 

consumer,' so it is a very consumer-friendly model to ensure there is a non-vertically integrated distribution 

channel. I think that is why the legislatures and the states that have adopted it have done so. 

CHAIR:  What existed before you had your own specific automobile legislation? Were you covered in other 

franchise law? 

Mr Koblenz:  The dealer law started in the 1960s, so I was seven years old when they started that. 

CHAIR:  So it preceded franchise laws in that sense. 

Mr Koblenz:  I have to tell you, I don't know the answer to that question. 

CHAIR:  In the context of the major distinctions between your auto franchise dealership laws and general 

franchise law—clearly our auto dealers are under the one system, but it's not particularly, in that sense, fit for 

purpose. For example, they don't have particular good unfair contract terms, but that's an issue throughout our 

franchise law. So, if you start to reflect on unfair contracts, what are the most likely things to arise, which you 

have touched on, specific to autodealerships? 

Mr Koblenz:  I'll let ask Lauren answer that , but I do want to make one point about the US franchises that are 

non-motor vehicle and then Lauren can answer on the key prohibited acts. I believe—and Lauren will correct me 

if I'm wrong—that most of the US franchise law and franchise regulation outside the motor vehicle context is 
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really a disclosure approach. It requires clarity. There is a rule from the federal trade commission at a national 

level that requires not substantive regulation of the economic relationship; it takes its place as a disclosure. You 

have to tell certain things. You have clarity in your contracts. It doesn't say what the provisions have to be; it is 

just more of an information transparency approach—whereas, obviously, as Lauren has described, the approach in 

motor vehicle retailing has been a bit more substantive. I don't think there is an underlying—unless I am wrong 

about state franchise laws outside of autos—substantive regulation of the economic relationship. 

Mrs Bailey:  There are a few states that regulate what I would call provisional franchises outside of 

autofranchises, like a McDonald's [inaudible] but those are very few and far between, and they still seek to 

regulate disclosure documents so you know what you are getting into versus termination or anything that dealers 

with franchise laws regulate for us. So they are much different to the traditional franchise laws for traditional 

franchises. 

CHAIR:  Thank you. That's very helpful. 

Senator O'NEILL:  I understand that there are a couple of other countries where the agency model, as 

opposed to the dealership model, has been instituted—notably South Africa and Sweden. Are you aware of 

colleagues in those jurisdictions and what is happening there or not? 

Mr Koblenz:  I'm actually not. But, to fully consider the question of 'agency', there may be some definitional 

issues here. I would need to understand a little bit more exactly what the agent would be required to do. There is a 

concept of 'agency' in US law, but it's what the agency contract will provide. The way you analyse an agency 

approach under US law would be to find out what the duties, obligations and limitations are and compare them to 

US franchises to see whether or not they were regulated. I don't know that there is a model of agency which can 

just parachute into the US and that we would be able to answer exactly what the effect would be. 

Senator O'NEILL:  That's fine. It was just a question about if you were aware of international matters. There 

is a report by a consultancy firm called Accenture that talks about perhaps why the manufacturers want to move 

to an agency model. I am just going to go through a couple of the things that have been indicated as to why they 

would want it. I would really appreciate if you would give me: what would happen if they got this and what 

would be the cost to the current model of business that the US legislators are providing protection to enable you to 

do? Accenture says that the benefit to the OEMs is that it gives them access to customer data which is currently 

only available to the dealers. Why is that good for the OEMs but bad for businesses, jobs and customers? 

Mr Koblenz:  First of all, I don't think the premise would be accurate in the United States, which is the notion 

that there is no access to information. The OEMs get a tonne of information from the dealers. One of the unfair 

competition points is that they know the dealer's business inside and out and that is why they can unfairly 

undercut them and why we need the unfair competition laws. So the premise, I think, is somewhat flawed. 

In terms of a fairness argument, as the world of data explodes and as more and more information comes out 

and we can do so much more, the notion of who owns that data and who can use that data becomes more 

apparent. Sure, an OEM would love to have clear access with clear limitations on its use so it can monetise that, 

but that is generated by a lot of the business activity of the dealer and the marketing that the dealer is doing. In a 

fair system, you would develop an ecosystem between the OEM and the dealer and they would jointly go out to 

the marketplace. So it's a notion of fairness on this valuable data. I can understand why an OEM would want more 

of it and with fewer restrictions, but it certainly doesn't strike me as fair or, in the long term, as competitively 

advantageous, because the people who would generate it would no longer be in the process of generating it. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Can I go to another point that they say is a good outcome of OEMs doing what the current 

laws in Australia are allowing to happen, with General Motors walking away and having a single distribution 

model—and the same with Honda. The OEMs think it's good because it gives them the ability to set a single price 

across all sales channels to eliminate intrabrand competition. What's bad about that? 

Mr Koblenz:  The elimination of intrabrand competition, according to the Phoenix group, would raise the 

prices of cars for consumers. As I said, intrabrand competition was studied. You talk about single price. Dealers 

offer cars at prices, and they will then discount them for the benefit of consumers. There are generally advertised 

prices, and no-one will ever prevent you from buying the car at that price, but the system we have is one where 

you can come in and obtain a discount, which obviously benefits the consumer. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So, in the absence of the state legislatures coming in and providing a more level playing 

field by legislating to protect the dealer network, the cost of cars would rise? Is that it in a nutshell? 

Mr Koblenz:  Yes, that's it in a nutshell. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Because, without protection, competition will be removed from the market? 
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Mr Koblenz:  Yes. Interbrand competition keeps prices down to a certain level. Intrabrand pushes them down 

further, and it directs you to that localised efficiency. I'll give you an example. One dealer told me this story. He 

used to advertise in the Saturday morning paper; this was back when we used to have newspapers. His costs were 

$40,000, and he said, 'I'm going to try not doing it,' and he stopped paying it. His sales went down, but they didn't 

go down as much as his costs went down, and it was actually efficient. He was making that individualised local 

decision, driving efficiency into his business, because he got to keep the benefits of the decision. Had some 

centralised office back in Detroit or Los Angeles or wherever made that choice, the benefits would not have been 

realised as directly. So forcing the decisions to be made at the local level by the person who gets the benefit of it, 

the independent dealer, will drive that efficiency. He made the right efficiency decision and lowered his costs of 

operation. 

Senator O'NEILL:  If you were of a mind to give advice to the Australian government, which is really what 

we're doing right now—I know that you're speaking for your brothers and sisters in the car dealership industry; 

it's an international network—and if the Australian government really wants to protect Australians' access to cars 

in their local community, protect Australians' access to competition in the car market to make sure that they can 

get a good deal and protect Australians' access to warranty safe recall, what's the only way, in your view, that that 

can be achieved? 

Mr Koblenz:  I think you need to pass laws that prohibit the bad behaviours. That shouldn't be a problem for 

people who aren't planning to engage in the bad behaviours. It shouldn't change their business operations in the 

slightest. The only people whose operations would be changed are the people who want to preserve their ability to 

do the inefficient or bad behaviour. So I think you need to adopt enforceable laws that set the outer boundaries. 

Don't force any particular outcome, but create the environment in which fair competition, level-playing-field 

competition, can exist, and then the good performers will succeed, and the people who are trying to do it through 

unfair and inefficient operations will not. An enforceable set of rules, outer boundaries, strikes us as the best 

approach. 

Senator O'NEILL:  When there is conflict, despite even the best rules or laws, does negotiation between these 

parties need to be optional or mandatory? 

Mr Koblenz:  You would hope that you would have these outer boundary laws and you would force the parties 

to come together and work out their differences, because the alternative would be worse. That's often the case 

with what you're doing. Even in contractual negotiations, you're setting up standards in your contract or in your 

laws that will force you to the bargaining table and to act reasonably. You're preventing the unreasonable 

assertion of excess economic power. I don't know if you need to make it mandatory, because it would probably be 

the natural economic consequence of properly constructed laws. 

Senator O'NEILL:  In the absence of that, we might need something else, but thank you very much for your 

evidence today, Mr Koblenz and Mrs Bailey. 

Mr Koblenz:  Thank you very much for the opportunity. 

CHAIR:  Thanks for your evidence today, Mr Koblenz and Mrs Bailey. We're very grateful for the fact that 

you have joined us all the way from the United States. We wish you a very good evening as we get our hearing 

underway here in the morning. Thank you very much. 

Mr Koblenz:  Thank you. Take care. 
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SAVAGE, Mr Brian, Chief Operations Officer, Australian Automotive Dealer Association 

VOORTMAN, Mr James, Chief Executive Officer, Australian Automotive Dealer Association 

Evidence from Mr Savage was taken via teleconference— 

[10:22] 

CHAIR:  Welcome. I understand information on parliamentary privilege and the protection of witnesses and 

evidence has been given to you. I invite Mr Voortman to make an opening statement. 

Mr Voortman:  The Australian Automotive Dealer Association appears before you today on behalf of all the 

franchise dealers across Australia and we bring a very simple message: the regulation of relations between car 

manufacturers and car dealers in Australia is not fit for purpose. For many years we have been carrying this 

message, proposing a specific set of regulations akin to those enjoyed by dealers in places like the United States 

and the European Union. Unfortunately we failed to enact the level of change required before February 2020, 

when General Motors executives based in Detroit made the decision to prematurely cancel some 185 Holden 

dealer agreements. In Australia, General Motors found an environment in which they could easily pull up stumps 

without adequately compensating the Holden dealers that had represented them for so many years. The 

Franchising Code of Conduct and its weak dispute resolution mechanisms were no match for the Detroit based 

fortune 500 company. When the dust settled, only a small number of Holden dealers were still pursuing their 

dispute, despite threats from GM that they will spend years in court at great expense. Meanwhile, GM has stated 

its intent to launch a new business in Australia, General Motors Special Vehicles. It has been described by some 

members as the largest phoenix in Australian history. 

Unfortunately, this issue goes beyond the actions of one brand and it is appropriate that this inquiry has 

broadened its focus to look at all relationships between dealers and manufacturers. The relationship is 

characterised by a profound power imbalance. Not all manufacturers use the power imbalance to exploit their 

dealers; however, significant abuses occur far too regularly. The time to act is now or there will be further abuses 

against Australian businesses. 

The ease with which manufacturers can terminate or not renew their dealers in Australia is of great concern 

given the very large investments dealers are required to make. Security of tenure is increasingly tenuous and there 

are manufacturers that have placed their dealers on agreements spanning as little as one year. This would never be 

allowed in the US or the EU, where terms are most often perpetual or a minimum of five years. The ability of 

manufacturers to terminate or not renew agreements or change their business models without providing sufficient 

compensation is also very concerning. There are a number of dealers who are currently engaged in legal actions 

against manufacturers on the issue of compensation. Sadly, this will be an incredibly time-consuming and 

expensive process, pitting those dealers against massive organisations which are well placed to drag out 

proceedings. 

This brings us to possibly one of the biggest failures in the current regulations: the lack of an appropriate 

dispute resolution mechanism. Mediation under the franchising code seldom results in resolution of disputes, and 

manufacturers are only too happy to invite dealers to take their disputes to the courts, where an expensive, long 

battle awaits. This industry more than most is in need of dispute resolution which is cost-effective, is timely and 

provides a determinative outcome. We believe compulsory binding arbitration should be introduced. This inquiry 

has heard a number of mistruths from some manufacturers and their representative organisations. They continue 

to deny the existence of a power imbalance, despite the fact that it has been confirmed by various inquiries and 

government commissioned reports. They point to the fact that dealers are well-resourced and sophisticated 

businesses, and this is often true, but the power imbalance stems from the size of the manufacturers, all of which 

are multinational corporations which, at the upper end, turn over hundreds of billions of dollars annually and 

employ hundreds of thousands of people worldwide. 

You will hear from them that General Motors Holden was an unusual and unprecedented circumstance. I quote 

from the FCAI's supplementary submission: 

… there is no evidence of distributors terminating dealer agreements in substantive numbers at all … 

This is plainly false. Aside from General Motors, there are an estimated 30 to 40 Honda dealers which have been 

terminated this year. Only in recent weeks I have seen a letter of termination to a dealer citing his failure to meet 

sales targets during the months in which the global pandemic was at its worst. Another dealer has been issued a 

non-renewal notice in a way which suggests the manufacturer is in clear contravention of the franchising code. 

There are dozens of non-renewal notices that have been issued to dealers over the past few years. The net effect of 

these terminations and nonrenewals has been devastating on many regional areas, where dealerships provide 
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crucial jobs. There are well-documented examples of regional dealerships having to close down due to the actions 

of manufacturers, causing job losses in the vulnerable communities which need them the most. 

Many manufacturers have made the point that most dealers are multifranchised, and this is simply not relevant 

to this inquiry. The fact that a dealer may have successfully negotiated an agreement with another brand is not an 

excuse for other franchisors to exploit and treat them unfairly. All dealers deserve to be treated and compensated 

fairly, regardless of how they have structured their business. 

We will hear talk at this inquiry about a new model some manufacturers are moving to called the agency 

model. It is a model very different to the current franchise dealer model and could have significant implications 

for commercial viability of dealers which do become agents. We do not dispute the right of manufacturers to 

change their distribution models, but when these fundamental changes are made to the business it should be done 

in a fair manner. In particular, dealers deserve full transparency and should be notified with the maximum amount 

of notice and they should receive adequate compensation. Unfortunately, the practices we are hearing about from 

some manufacturers are anything but fair. 

I received a very concerning piece of information overnight regarding Honda Australia's move to an agency 

model. I've already mentioned that Honda has this year terminated between 30 and 40 dealerships as part of its 

move to an agency model. You will hear from some of those terminated dealers today. However, I would like to 

bring a matter to the committee's attention which concerns those Honda dealers which have been offered to 

remain as agents in lieu of their current dealer agreements. These dealers are now being asked by Honda to sign a 

transition deed which governs the relationship of the parties leading up to the signing of the agency agreement. 

The transition deed contains comprehensive releases in favour of Honda Australia—specifically, if a Honda 

dealer signs this deed and upon reviewing the agency agreement decides that it's not in their commercial interest 

to sign it, they will have lost the rights to take any legal action against Honda Australia. In simple terms, Honda is 

putting these dealers in an incredibly difficult position. They're being pressured to forgo their legal rights before 

being privy to the details of a new distribution model, which has never been rolled out in the Australian market. 

This is not how you treat a valued partner; this is the epitome of a power imbalance which clearly exists and is 

frankly exploitative treatment. 

Finally, I reiterate our assertion that not all manufacturers treat dealers poorly, but the manufacturing body has 

to cease denying the existence of a power imbalance in the potential for abuse under the current system. The fact 

of the matter is that new car dealers make significant investments and play an important role in an incredibly 

important industry. They are vulnerable to the decisions being made in boardrooms in Tokyo, Stuttgart and 

Detroit, and this inquiry needs to ask the question: are we happy for executives from some of the world's largest 

corporations to treat these Australian owned businesses unfairly, or do we need to enact the protections which 

exist in other industrialised countries that will level the playing field between dealers and manufacturers? I'm 

happy to take questions with that. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Chair, could I ask if Mr Voortman might be provide a copy of that for us? The secretariat 

will copy it and give it to us. 

Mr Voortman:  Of course I will. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Can you do that now? 

Mr Voortman:  I can ask my staff in Canberra to email it through—apologies for not providing it in advance. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you very much. That's very helpful. 

CHAIR:  Senator O'Neill, would you like to begin questions? 

Senator O'NEILL:  I'd love to. Thank you. Thank you for your opening remarks, Mr Voortman. I will come 

back to them and particularly to the final commentary around exploitative treatment, because I think that that is 

really at the heart of the issues that need to be discussed today. The question is whether the government will stand 

up for businesses right across Australia in the automobile trading sector or not. How many dealerships does the 

AADA actually represent? 

Mr Voortman:  We represent all of Australia's franchisee car dealerships. In total, that's around 3,135 

dealerships located in every state and territory and in almost every electorate in the nation. 

Senator O'NEILL:  On the distribution network in regional and rural Australia, do you have a breakdown of 

how many there are? 

Mr Voortman:  I don't have numbers specifically for how many dealerships there are in regional and rural 

areas, but it's a prolific employer in those areas. It's very well known that dealerships are the bedrock of those 

regional and rural communities. They are one of the businesses that employ people and sponsor footy teams. They 
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are more often than not family owned businesses which have been in the community for generations and are very 

much part of the fabric of regional Australia. 

Senator O'NEILL:  They're also sites of very significant opportunity for young people and people who need 

to retrain who might have a passion for cars, whether that's in detailing and maintaining or whether it's in the 

repair parts that need to happen with cars. The quality control that happens out of those regional and rural 

dealerships in terms of apprenticeship standards I'm sure is part of the success of the actual structure as it exists. 

What are your thoughts about the impact of a loss of the network on the training capacity and the quality of 

training for regional and rural Australians? 

Mr Voortman:  The great thing about new car dealerships is that they offer so many career paths. Most people 

think of them as just retailing operations; they're not. They go beyond retail. They also service and repair many 

cars. There are finance and insurance jobs. These are simply jobs that are very crucial in regional and rural areas. 

In particular, the apprenticeships in regional Australia have given so many young people living in those areas 

their first job. It has enabled them to develop those skills bases and begin a very fruitful career in the industry. If 

we were to take those businesses away from the regions, it would leave a recognisable gap. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you, Mr Voortman. How many people do your members actually employ? 

Mr Voortman:  Our members employ 55,815 employees nationwide and we employ an additional 4,463 

dealer apprentices. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So we're talking about 60,000 lives literally hanging in the balance depending on the 

government's response to this call from the sector to have the government stand up for Australian jobs and 

Australian car dealers. How much did car dealerships contribute in taxes in the last financial year to the 

government coffers, which all Australians benefit from? 

Mr Voortman:  We do an annual exercise in terms of the industry's economic contribution. There's a tax 

contribution there of over $2 billion. But dealers also play an incredibly important role in collecting taxes, as you 

know: the federal taxes, the luxury car tax, the GST and then taxes at the state level, such as registration charges 

and stamp duty. In total we have, as I said, $2 billion of direct taxes, but then they also collect, I think—

unfortunately I don't have the numbers—an additional $2 billion in terms of those duties and charges for both 

state and federal governments. 

Senator O'NEILL:  What would happen if the sector as we know it disappeared under the pressure of weight 

from the overseas manufacturers, and the model that exists was dissolved? What would the tax revenue 

implications for Australia be? How do you believe that the money would then circulate? 

Mr Voortman:  It's difficult to say. What I would say is that the overwhelming majority of dealerships in 

Australia are owned by local family businesses. Only a little more than 15 per cent of the firms here are listed, but 

they're also Australian owned. They pay taxes in this country. If we moved to a more direct-selling system, which 

is what I think you're talking about, there'd have to be questions about whether manufacturers, who, to be frank, 

are all offshore multinational organisations—I suppose we would have to look at how they structure their 

arrangements. I don't know whether— 

Senator O'NEILL:  We've seen with other multinational companies, though, Mr Voortman, Australians very 

concerned that, because they reside overseas and they have a lot of money, they can set up tax structures that take 

a lot of Australians' dollars from their pockets but don't return, in some cases, any money to the Australian tax 

system despite their use of Australian facilities. I think that that is a matter of concern to me as a member of this 

committee. Could I ask you to explain something for people who don't know much about the car industry. You 

represent the car dealers; you've just put that on the record. We're going to hear evidence from the Federal 

Chamber of Automotive Industries. Who are they? Are your members members of that as well? How do they 

operate and who do they represent? 

Mr Voortman:  The Australian Automotive Dealer Association exclusively represents franchised new car 

dealers. Our members are all franchised to a major automotive manufacturer. The FCAI is the body that 

represents those manufacturers. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So when we hear from the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries, the fact that we no 

longer manufacture cars in Australia means that they don't represent Australian businesses; they represent 

offshore businesses? 

Mr Voortman:  Yes. You would have to double-check that with them, but I understand almost all passenger 

vehicles in Australia are now imported. They'd be representing those distributors who are subsidiaries of those 

major offshore car companies and car manufacturers. 
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Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you for making that clear. The reason I wanted to get that on the record is that you 

indicated in the submission to this committee that the FCAI are being disingenuous by saying that there is no 

power imbalance. My question goes to the inherent power imbalance that you have articulated does exist. That 

was also the evidence of our first witnesses from the US, who sought legislative protection against that power 

imbalance—namely, the National Automobile Dealers Association. What is the power imbalance that exists 

between car dealers and the manufacturers, and how does it relate particularly to the compensation that's paid for 

showrooms and resolving disputes? 

Mr Voortman:  That's a good question. I mentioned in my opening statement that we've had a rather 

coordinated effort from the manufacturers and their representative bodies to try send a message to this inquiry that 

there is no power imbalance. It is patently false. The power imbalance has been confirmed by a number of 

inquiries and independent government reviews—most recently by the parliamentary joint committee which 

looked into franchising. The ACCC, in its market study into the automotive industry, raised concerns around the 

power imbalance. Even the government most recently, when the industry department looked at including a 

schedule to the franchising code, confirmed that there is a power imbalance. 

It's quite concerning that the manufacturers continue to peddle this line that there is no power imbalance. They 

do it on the basis that they say car dealers are sophisticated businesses that are multifranchised—and that is true. 

We don't shy away from the fact that we are sophisticated businesses. We are proud of the fact that we are 

sophisticated businesses. But the power imbalance stems from the size of the people we are franchised to: the 

manufacturers. They are some of the world's biggest corporations. If you're looking at the top 10 selling 

manufacturers in Australia, they're almost all Fortune 100 companies. They are turning over hundreds of billions 

of dollars a year. They are employing, in some cases, more than 300,000 people globally. They have the resources 

to match any firm in the world. 

When you ask me how this power imbalance plays out—it's very similar to what the representatives from the 

NADA were describing earlier: they appoint dealers and provide them with contracts which are very much 

skewed in their favour. These dealer agreements are provided on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. Even in the event that 

they breach those contracts which are very much skewed in their favour, as we saw with General Motors and as 

we have seen with Honda, they manage to use their power and use the regulatory environment in Australia to 

make sure that they are not subject to adequate compensation that they should be paying to their franchisors. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Has your organisation asked the government to provide relief from that form of abuse? 

Mr Voortman:  The AADA for many years has identified this problem. We've constantly made 

representations on the need for regulations which are fit for purpose. We don't believe the franchising code that 

we're currently regulated by, and the recently included schedule, are sufficient enough to rein in the abuses by 

some manufacturers—not all manufacturers. Yes, we have constantly, for a number of years, made the point that 

the regulatory landscape needs to be overhauled. 

Senator O'NEILL:  This is quite a partisan comment, so I'll prepare for a bit of response from my LNP 

colleagues on this committee. Often the perception created by the government is that they are the party of 

business. You are representing 3,135 businesses, with 55,000 employees and 4,000 apprentices. Are you telling 

this committee that, despite all of that action and voice from all of those sophisticated businesses, the government 

has not responded to your requests, and even their most recent responses do not actually solve the problem that 

you've articulated? 

Mr Voortman:  Yes, for many years we have been calling for a specific set of protections. We have worked 

with the government in recent times and we have been very up-front with them. The government introduced a 

schedule to the franchising code on 1 June this year, and we just don't believe that what was introduced will make 

any difference. It certainly wouldn't have changed the way in which General Motors withdrew from this market. 

We fear that it will do nothing to rein in future instances of manufacturers abusing their power. Unfortunately, the 

regime we have in place at the moment is not fit for purpose and we will continue to advocate to any government 

that's in power that we need better regulations. 

Senator O'NEILL:  In evidence we heard from the US this morning, when they faced this situation, they 

petitioned their state governments to provide them with legislation. Is the type of legislation that Mr Koblenz and 

Mrs Bailey offered as models this morning the type of legislation that you want this government to deliver to your 

sector to make sure that you continue to exist, that you continue to provide jobs and that you continue to have 

competition that benefits the Australian consumer? 

Mr Voortman:  Absolutely. There are some elements of the US legislation that we think are crucial to 

ensuring that some of these Australian businesses are protected from the abuses of manufacturers. I would say 
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that we're not even proposing to go as far as the US in some instances. We aren't suggesting prohibition on direct 

sales and some of the other regulations that they have in place there. But we are so far away in Australia from 

what they have in the United States that there is daylight. We need to move much closer to the models they have 

in the United States if we want to see a thriving industry over here. 

Senator O'NEILL:  I'm sure, as an advocate for business, you want to see a thriving industry. As a 

representative of the ordinary Australian people, I want to make sure that people get a car that they can afford and 

that competition remains in the market. What's the risk if the government continues along its line of keeping you 

at a distance, not bringing in regulatory reform that you think is going to solve the problem? What is the cost to 

the Australian people if the government don't get this right and soon? 

Mr Voortman:  I think there are risks. The consumers have been put at risk recently by the actions of some 

manufacturers. I would argue that many of those Holden customers would be arguing would they have bought a 

vehicle in the last two years if they knew that this manufacturer would be leaving the country? There are 1.6 

million of those owners across Australia. To get back to your point around competition, the franchise model has 

served this country very well. We have the intrabrand competition that Mr Koblenz was talking about in his 

earlier session. We think Australia is one of the most competitive markets in the world. The manufacturers will 

make the argument that if you regulate, we will potentially undermine that competition by having them withdraw. 

All I would say to this committee is: go and have a look at the earnings that these companies are making. They 

are doing very well out of the Australian market. They were making good money. If staying in this market at the 

expense of treating their dealers well is the price we have to pay then so be it. I think most of the good 

manufacturers in Australia treat their dealers well, will be able to comply with what are baseline regulations 

which we see in markets like the US. 

Senator O'NEILL:  You have made a couple of recommendations to the committee but specifically you've 

noted the issue of compensation for changes when somebody like GM leaves. I invite you to make a couple of 

short remarks about those changes to business models and binding arbitration matters that are in your submission. 

Mr Voortman:  We spoke about the agency model during the previous session and it's a live issue in Australia 

at the moment. Honda, as we mentioned, is going through a process in which they are moving to agency, and 

we're starting to hear some very concerning elements of how that transition is playing out. Having said that, we 

have been very clear for many years that manufacturers have the right to structure their distribution models in any 

way they think is appropriate. But there is a very simple principle: when doing so, you should offer compensation 

to those dealers who have often worked for decades to bring that brand up to where it is today. 

I will use Mercedes as an example. They have flagged that they are going to go to this model in 2022. At the 

end of the day, there's probably very little we can do to stop Mercedes making that decision. Many of the dealers 

are anxious about this decision, and I can see why they're anxious, because they have worked very hard to make it 

one of the most successful brands in Australia. They were one of the most profitable brands. A few years ago they 

were the most profitable brand in Australia. If you look at customer satisfaction surveys, they are up there and 

they are always up there as some of the best performing. That has been the work of the dealerships that represent 

Mercedes. It's been a very successful model and now they're being told that it is going to be turned on its head and 

they are going to be operating a very different model, which might not be commercially viable. So it's concerning 

but if it can't be stopped, what we would say is that compensation should be paid and it should be paid for all the 

years of service, for all the facilities that have been invested in. It should include things such as the lost profit, the 

lost opportunity of selling the established goodwill because it is a very different business and all those wind-up 

costs. I think it is a very simple prospect. In the absence of effective dispute resolution, which accounts for the 

power imbalance, all that will happen is dealers contesting these compensation claims are going to end up 

spending years in court at great expense. That is where the binding arbitration comes in, and we think that was an 

essential ingredient that was missing during the Holden dispute with General Motors. We believe it's incredibly 

important, as more manufacturers look at making these types of decisions. 

Senator O'NEILL:  I have a number of specific questions that I would like to ask to Mercedes Benz and 

Honda, if time allows. I will go to what is of interest. You said there were at least 1.6 million Australians who 

have bought General Motors Holden cars. What has the Holden experience really done in the effect on the car 

manufacturers' future operations? Why didn't they negotiate an initial offer? Can you give us an update on what's 

happened to the 182 Holden car dealers across Australia through which Holden no longer sell? 

Mr Voortman:  General Motors made their announcement in February and a few weeks after that they made a 

compensation offer to all of the dealers. It was immediately clear to us, based on feedback from all of our 

members, that that compensation offer was inadequate. The pandemic then struck, many businesses got afflicted 

by cashflow problems, but General Motors never changed their offer and there was a dispute which went on for 
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some time. General Motors managed to ignore directors from the ACCC for them to mediate in good faith; 

although they went through a mediation process. They then ignored Minister Michaelia Cash's request for them to 

engage in binding arbitration and they set their dealers a deadline. The reason so many of the 185 dealers signed 

compensation deals with Holden was that they tied the ability to continue to service their customers. They said, 

'You'll only be able to do that if you sign up to our compensation offer.' 

Senator O'NEILL:  This is the example of power operating. You have your house on the line, your business 

on the line and you have got all the jobs on the line. Because the government did not provide a mechanism for 

mandatory arbitration, General Motors were able to walk away and say 'take it or leave it' essentially. That's what 

happened, wasn't it? 

Mr Voortman:  Yes, if we did have an ability to go to binding arbitration, every one of those Holden dealers 

said they would go and they would put themselves before that process, but it took General Motors all of two days 

to dismiss the minister's request and that's where we got to. The overwhelming majority of those dealers had no 

choice, they felt, but to accept the compensation offer. There is no question that they have been financially 

disadvantaged due to how that all played out. There are still eight dealers, representing around 13 brands, who 

will be going through with this dispute. We are hoping to see that progressed as quickly as possible. Frankly, it'll 

probably take a while— 

Senator O'NEILL:  And cost a lot of money. 

Mr Voortman:  It will cost a lot of money. The thing I'm more concerned about is the precedent that has been 

set. It is essentially a blueprint for other manufacturers who have watched this play out and said, 'This is not a bad 

way.' 

Senator O'NEILL:  So these companies have looked around and they are figuring out where they can put 

pressure. Where companies are not protected, they are going to have a bit of a go. General Motors came in and 

they thought Australia was ripe for the picking. They said: 'We're going to change our model. We're going to do 

our own distribution. This is our offer. Take it or leave it.' The government didn't protect the businesses and so 

that whole thing has gone. Everyone has gone: 'Eh, General Motors has got away with it in Australia. Stacks on!' 

We've now got Honda in on the act, and Mercedes-Benz are saying they are going to do it. That's a very different 

situation than the testimony of our American business owners. They are saying, 'Our legislators protected our 

businesses enough that we are able to still keep employing lots of Americans and deliver a competitive purchase 

price point for the sale of cars.' That's a very different situation than what we are seeing here. Is that an accurate 

representation of what's really going on? 

Mr Voortman:  Absolutely. In particular, we are seeing other manufacturers now look at what has happened. 

Some of them— 

Senator O'NEILL:  There's blood in the water. 

Mr Voortman:  That's right. Some of them, such as Honda, are at a similar stage to what Holden were in that 

they are having to terminate a large number of dealers—and they have learned some lessons from that process. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So the lesson is that you can get away with it so now you don't even have to offer 

anything. Is that where Honda are? 

Mr Voortman:  What I've heard about overnight—and I think it's crucially important that this committee 

questions Honda if they do appear at this inquiry—is these transition deeds that I'm talking about. They 

essentially say: 'We want you to be an agent. Under the new model, we're not going to give you the details of how 

this agency arrangement will work but please sign this transition agreement'—which essentially says you can't 

take us to court if you don't like the details of what the agency agreement looks like. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So, basically, Honda are delivering a contract to their own Honda dealers that says, 

'Please exploit me. We want you to sign up to that'? 

Mr Voortman:  Yes, essentially. And it is not only them; it is other manufacturers too. This is since Holden 

started inserting clauses into their dealer agreements which said, 'In the event of you being terminated. you have 

no rights to compensation.' Patently unfair— 

Senator O'NEILL:  So these are unfair contract terms that are now being inserted and there is no protection 

unless the government legislates. 

Mr Voortman:  There is no protection under the unfair contract clauses at the moment. The government in 

recent weeks said they are going to change definitions to allow more businesses to be protected by those terms. 

However, many dealers will still be excluded because the threshold, which takes into account the number of 

employees, will still be too low for many of those dealers. 
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Senator O'NEILL:  The FCAI states that, on the impact of Holden's withdrawal, you are essentially making a 

big song and dance about nothing. They say that you are not being truthful with the committee, that this isn't 

really a problem, that car dealers sell more than one brand anyway. 'Get over it, this is just business!' In my own 

words, that is essentially the flavour of their submission. What's wrong about that? Or are they right? 

Mr Voortman:  We started mentioning this power imbalance way before General Motors did what they did. 

When they did, we were shocked by the scale of it. There is no question that there has never been a bigger 

termination of dealers in Australia. But to say that terminations do not happen is false. In 2017, there were 30 

Holden dealers terminated on one day. As we have spoken about a number of times in this presentation, 30 to 40 

Honda dealers have been terminated this year. Dealers are constantly calling me to talk about non-renewal, which 

is now the preferred method of de facto termination. So everything is not all good and well like the FCAI says it 

is. Clearly, it isn't. I don't discount that there are good manufacturers out there—and we'll be hearing from some 

of them during the course of this inquiry, and I thank them for treating their dealers well—but this is not a happy 

family across the industry. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you for that. I will go to an example that makes clear the impact of failure by this 

government to respond to this by legislative instrument. I want to talk about a dealer in Dubbo. Dubbo is in my 

duty electorate of the seat of Parkes. It's represented by the affable Mr Mark Coulton. The seat covers most of the 

north-west of New South Wales. Dubbo is a big town. It's the core provider of lots of health services in the area. It 

has an airport. It's a big town in central New South Wales. The dealer out there, Mr Michael Adams, who owned 

the Golden West Automotive dealership in Dubbo, was impacted by this decision. Are you aware of Mr Adams? 

Mr Voortman:  Yes. I have read the articles and I have spoken to him before. 

Senator O'NEILL:  According to a newspaper article on 15 September this year, he states that, due to the 

sudden withdrawal of General Motors in the Australian market and Honda changing their business model 

arbitrarily, he had to close his business and let go 40 employees. Why couldn't Mr Adams use the compensation 

that General Motors and Honda offered to pivot to selling a different brand, which the FCAI indicated as an easy 

fix in this situation? Why would that not have worked? 

Mr Voortman:  I'll talk in general terms. When you lose a brand such as Holden and Honda, it's not as simple 

as just replacing it with another one. The automotive industry is in a state of decline. We've had, I think, 30 or 31 

months—I'm not sure but it has been a sustained period of months—in which sales have declined, and there 

frankly aren't too many brands looking to expand their footprint. So, yes, there have been occasions when one of 

our members has been fortunate enough to replace the Holden dealership with another brand or they've been able 

to rearrange it, but it is just not that simple. It's not like buying a new television or something. It's a complicated 

process, and a lot of the cards have to fall your way for you to replace one brand with another. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Clearly, it's a big deal to close down your car dealership and sack 40 people. If Mr Adams 

had a dispute, why wouldn't he just go to court? A lot of people are saying, 'Well, you could go to the courts.' 

Why would people like Mr Adams of Dubbo not take court action in the situation he faced with General Motors 

and Honda? 

Mr Voortman:  I'll use the Holden dealers as an example. If we think about it, around 175 of those dealers 

chose not to go to court. Every one of them will have their own reasons. Most of them will say, 'I can't afford to 

spend this money and dedicate all this time.' Some of them would like to just focus on other business 

opportunities. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So they just cut their losses and run because either they haven't got the time or they 

haven't got the money to invest. 

Mr Voortman:  That's a very good description. They are cutting their losses and running rather than letting 

this weigh on them for three, four or five years, in court at great expense and with great trauma. I think there's just 

so much scepticism about them getting a quick and cost-effective result that they just accept their fate, 

unfortunately. 

Senator O'NEILL:  For people in Dubbo, is it the situation now that they can just order their vehicles from 

General Motors out of Sydney or Melbourne or a major city and that the agency model will mean, basically, that 

they'll get their car delivered to them and then that's it; they're on their own? 

Mr Voortman:  I'm not certain what circumstances the consumers in Dubbo would face, but there certainly are 

question marks about what the future looks like for those Holden and Honda owners and where they'd have to 

travel to get those cars. This is something that has been happening for a number of years. Regional dealerships 

have been closing in places like Bunbury and Kalgoorlie. There was a group that closed in Wangaratta. There are 

large risks here to those consumers because we are seeing those businesses close down. 
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Senator O'NEILL:  If time permits, I'd like to come back to specific questions around Honda and Mercedes-

Benz, as I indicated. But can I go now to the draft voluntary principles that were constructed by— 

CHAIR:  Senator O'Neill, Senator McGrath has a question and then you might be able to go back to— 

Senator McGRATH:  I'll just put my question now, if that's okay. I notice your concerns about compulsory 

binding arbitration and that the government's recently announced changes to the franchising code introduced 

voluntary binding arbitration. Are you aware of any legal limitations to making arbitration compulsory under the 

franchising code? 

Mr Voortman:  That's a good question. We have heard some suggestions that there are constitutional limits on 

making arbitration compulsory under the franchising code. We looked at other industry codes. They have 

managed to find a way to do it in the grocery code of conduct. The current media bargaining code of conduct 

which is underway is supposed to level the playing field between news providers and Google and Facebook. 

There is an avenue for binding arbitration there. So I understand there might be technicalities in how we find a 

way to make it happen. If there are constitutional limits within the franchising code, we accept that. But a way has 

been found in other codes and there should be a way to do it in our industry. 

Senator O'NEILL:  I think that's a really good segue to the next piece of material that I want to discuss with 

you this morning, and that is a set of draft principles for new car dealership agreements. The thing I'm hopeful 

about from this is that it's clear that the government know there is a problem, but your evidence so far about what 

they did in June shows they knew about the problem but didn't deliver the proper answer. There's an indication in 

this document that the government are hearing your articulation of a problem, but I want to find out if this is 

actually going to solve the problem you've described. There are six principles to 'provide guidance to participants 

of issues that should be considered when embarking on the development of a new vehicle dealership agreement'. 

Did the AADA have input into these six principles? I do believe you've been provided a copy.  

Mr Voortman:  I have. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you. What is your view of that? 

Mr Voortman:  We did. We and other automotive industry associations were involved in a process with the 

department of industry. We are very supportive of these principles as they are here. If I were to be overly critical, 

I might try to flesh out some of the detail in principle 6, which goes to dispute resolution. I'd like to be more 

specific on what 'timely commercial settlement dispute resolution' is so the mechanism is a binding arbitration. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Which goes to the question that Senator McGrath was asking you. 

Mr Voortman:  Yes. As the principles stand here, we are supportive of their content. But the most important 

thing is the application of these principles, and that's where we have a very strong view that we need to make 

these mandatory. There is a suggestion from the manufacturers. I don't know if they think these principles are 

even necessary, but they are urging for them to be voluntary. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Given the government's current decision-making around support for your sector, or lack 

of support for your sector, versus the OEMs, in a battle between the OEMs telling Minister Andrews to make this 

voluntary and all of the businesses across Australia saying it needs to be compulsory or mandatory, who do you 

think is likely to win? 

What would you be betting on at this point in time, given the government's current behaviour? 

Mr Voortman:  We are still awaiting a decision from the government, and I— 

Senator O'NEILL:  I love hope.  

Mr Voortman:  I'm very, very hopeful that they will—and I hope this inquiry will help reach the conclusion 

that we need this to be mandatory.  

Senator O'NEILL:  I hope so too, because all of these businesses across the country are critical. They are 

critical for ordinary Australians to access—to actually receive—the service that they need, to buy in their local 

community, to get the training that they need, to have the jobs. I'm very concerned, based on the evidence we've 

heard this morning, that those businesses are immediately under pressing threat, unless the government makes 

these principles mandatory and creates a form of arbitration, like what they found for the food and groceries 

industry and also for the dairy industry.  

Mr Voortman:  I share your hope, Senator.  

Senator O'NEILL:  With what you know about Mercedes, Honda and General Motors so far, would these 

principles, if they remain voluntary, have helped in any way? 

Mr Voortman:  No.  
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Senator O'NEILL:  In terms of the principles as they stand, I guess they’ve come out of that context of the 

things that need redress. These are responses to problems. Where have these principles been shown to be wanting 

in recent times? In terms of the situation with General Motors, Honda and Mercedes, why do we need these 

principles to be articulated and then made mandatory? 

Mr Voortman:  That is an excellent question. These principles come as a direct result of some of the 

behaviours we've seen in the past 12 months, frankly. It started with General Motors and the total lack of any 

desire to provide their dealers with the compensation they deserved. It was something that was recognised by 

many in our industry—but also by government, and that's why attempts were made by the likes of the ACCC and 

the government to try and bring GM into line. But the polls weren't there. That is why we need some sort of guide 

which informs manufacturers and gives dealers confidence for future circumstances which may arise. These are 

good principles but, again, they're only good if they are mandatory.  

Senator O'NEILL:  The minister responsible for the regulation of the car market industry, as I've mentioned, 

is Minister Karen Andrews. I believe that she has put on the public record that these principles 'should be led by 

industry'. I'm trying to understand exactly what that means, but it seems to me that she still thinks the government 

might not need to be involved in this. I just give you the opportunity to put on the record for all of the Australian 

automotive dealers and their staff—what does Minister Andrews have to do to make sure that the Australian car 

industry is actually maintained? What does she need to do now? 

Mr Voortman:  I think what the minister meant there by being 'industry led' is—she probably holds out hope 

that ourselves together with the manufacturers can come to her with acceptance that these need to be—that we can 

agree on a way forward. I'm still hopeful that we can get the manufacturers to agree that we need this to be 

mandatory. But, unfortunately, I don't hold out much hope for that outcome. So I think what we need to do is we 

need all sides of politics to have a look at the situation as it has played out in the automotive industry and to 

decide whether or not they want to enact the protections that are available to dealers in other industrialised 

country and do so regardless of the protestations we are receiving from manufacturers. Because, in the absence of 

making these principles mandatory, we will see further instances of abuse from manufacturers and we will see 

dealers and those businesses that have been built up for years in this market significantly disadvantaged.  

Senator O'NEILL:  So the message is: it's time to stand up for Australian business. One of the things about 

power imbalance is that people are often silenced. In the franchising inquiries we've had, this committee and other 

committees have received huge wads of paper that are confidential submissions—clearly identified by being put 

on a different-coloured paper. When we receive significant numbers of confidential submissions, usually it is 

because the people who are writing to us are so afraid to go out publicly and put what's happening on the record, 

because the stakes are so high for them. I am thinking of, in the general franchising inquiry, businesses that are 

$700,000 in debt, with their whole family house on the line, and the threat of losing everything means they are 

silenced and unable to put things forward. Because of parliamentary privilege, though, they can provide us with 

confidential documentation that gives us a sense of what's going on. We have received a lot of confidential 

submissions in this sector. Even though the businesses are sophisticated, they are running scared because of the 

power imbalance that's been part of our conversation today. In the case of Mercedes-Benz, do you believe that 

dealers are afraid of speaking out against Mercedes-Benz because it will affect their business negatively if they do 

so? 

Mr Voortman:  Yes. I wouldn't make it specific to Mercedes-Benz. I think Mercedes-Benz dealers are afraid 

of speaking out because they fear the repercussions, but it applies equally to all brands in Australia. We have seen 

dealers who have spoken out before and who have challenged manufacturers before, and action has been taken 

against those people. 

Senator O'NEILL:  What do you mean by 'action has been taken'? 

Mr Voortman:  I have members who have questioned certain commercial arrangements before or initiated 

certain proceedings against those manufacturers, and have been subsequently issued with nonrenewal notices or 

termination notices. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So, if you're so outraged by being ripped off by a big manufacturer that you say: 'This is 

wrong. We're going to go to court anyway', and you make that decision and decide to go to court, even if you 

have the money and the time to do that the manufacturer has the power to bring the whole thing to a close with 

the end of the next phase of your negotiation. So there is really no point in going to court. 

Mr Voortman:  No. This is the whole point. Where we are so different from the US is that they have that 

requirement for termination with cause, in the event of not only a traditional termination but a nonrenewal. I think 

Andrew said expiration of an agreement isn't good cause. What they have done is started offering shorter and 
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shorter agreements so that every five years they have the option to get rid of you, if they'd like to. That is what we 

have been seeing a lot recently—these nonrenewal notices. The spectre of the nonrenewal notice hangs over the 

dealer. Every time you are asked to accept a substandard warranty payment or every time you're asked to report 

that cars are sold when they're not, what's going through your head is: 'I'd better comply or I might be non-

renewed.' 

Senator O'NEILL:  Given the time, this will be my last question—I might have some on notice for you, Mr 

Voortman. In July this year Ms Seeger, who is Mercedes-Benz's worldwide head of sales, warned that any 

changes to the Australian franchising laws of the kind that you have been asking this government to deliver would 

potentially crush its plans to move to an agency model. Pretty clearly, she said that if Australia gets laws in place 

in the way that the US has Mercedes would not take on its dealership network and change its model—that it 

would keep it. That's my understanding of what she said. Why would Ms Seeger warn against any changes to law 

that could protect Australian businesses when she already knows that Australian Mercedes-Benz dealers are not 

happy with the compensation offers that they are being provided with? 

Mr Voortman:  I did see those comments. I think there were two elements to it. It was the compensation 

element, and the Mercedes dealers have told me that they have been told flat out, 'You will be not be getting any 

compensation.' How Mercedes are going to move these guys from a traditional dealer onto an agency model is by 

essentially letting the one-year agreement, that they put all their dealers on, expire and not renew them, and then 

offer the opportunity to become an agency. Under the US model, you wouldn't be able to do that. That would fall 

foul of the termination without just cause prohibitions, and, then, under these principles, hopefully they'd need to 

pay the compensation that the dealers, who've represented their brands for a generation, deserve. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Given the fact that you've got 50 flavours of legislation across the US to choose from, I 

hope that Minister Andrews and the government can actually do something for businesses across this country. So 

pick one, or pick the best bits of a few, and provide sufficient protection to small businesses across this country, 

particularly in regional and rural parts of Queensland, New South Wales, Northern Territory, South Australia—

let's think about them this week. People need to be able to buy their cars, to get their cars serviced and to actually 

have jobs in their local area. 

Mr Voortman:  If we had protections that were half as good as the US laws, we'd be in a much better space as 

an industry. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Like I said, there are 50 flavours. There's got to be one that they could get something 

from. Thank you. 

ACTING CHAIR (Senator McGrath):  That concludes your testimony today. Thank you very much. You 

are free to go. You will be sent a copy of the transcript of your evidence to correct any transcription errors. 
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AVIS, Mr Mark, Director, Astoria Honda Brighton 

KLEIN, Mr Ron, Director, Astoria Honda Brighton 

Evidence was taken via teleconference— 

[11:24] 

ACTING CHAIR (Senator McGrath):  Welcome. I understand that information on parliamentary privilege 

and the protection of witnesses and evidence has been provided to you. Do you have any additional information 

about the capacity in which you appear? 

Mr Klein:  I am the dealer principal at Astoria Honda Brighton. 

Mr Avis:  I'm the general manager of Astoria Honda Brighton. 

ACTING CHAIR:  I now invite you to make a short opening statement. 

Mr Avis:  Firstly, thank you very much for the opportunity to appear and give evidence today. I'm sure you've 

all read our submission, but we'd like to emphasise that our submission is a complete statement of fact. Astoria 

Honda has been in continuous operation as a Honda dealer for 53 years. Henry, the father of my business partner, 

Ron Klein, was a pioneer for the brand in Australia and started selling Hondas in Melbourne in 1967. It wasn't 

until 1969 that Honda Japan arrived and Honda Australia was established. Over the ensuing decades, Astoria 

Honda has won multiple awards in all facets of the Honda business. We are a high-performing dealer. In 2019, we 

sold more Hondas in Australia than any other dealer. Astoria Honda is also the largest spare parts dealer and was 

a finalist in the 2019 Honda National Dream Awards. 

Honda Australia have made a decision to change their business model from dealer to agency. They did so by 

unlawfully terminating the majority of their metropolitan dealer sites part way through their five-year agreements. 

We were given a notice of termination on 23 March 2020, without any prior notice from Honda Australia, to take 

effect in June 2021. Our dealer agreement was due to expire on 30 June 2023. Understandably, we were bitterly 

disappointed; however, we respected the decision taken and assumed that adequate compensation would be 

provided. Nothing could be further from the truth. Given the manner in which the termination notice was served 

on us, under the veil of a covering letter marked 'without prejudice', we have been forced to serve a writ on Honda 

Australia in the Supreme Court of Victoria to obtain a ruling on whether the termination notice was a repudiation 

of our dealer agreement for the purpose of making a damages claim. 

Our damages in the context of a repudiation claim are only for the loss of the financial benefit of not being able 

to perform our dealer agreement for the remainder of its term. However, this gives us nothing with respect to loss 

of the goodwill in our dealership, which we have developed over 53 years. We have over 34,000 customers on our 

database. In order to be compensated for our goodwill, we need to establish that Honda Australia has engaged in 

misleading or deceptive conduct or acted unconscionably towards us. To do this, we need to be able to show that, 

prior to us entering our current dealer agreement in 2018, Honda Australia knew that it was planning to undertake 

a strategic review which might lead to the termination of dealers and that it had a duty to disclose that to us. 

Our lawyers have written to Honda Japan and asked for documents showing when the strategic review that 

ultimately led to the decision to proceed to an agency model was first considered. They were not even given the 

courtesy of a response. Our lawyers sent the same request to Honda Australia, and they flatly refused to provide 

any documents. As a consequence, we are now forced to issue another court proceeding for preaction discovery 

against Honda Australia and Honda Japan to obtain the documents so that we can determine if we have a basis to 

make a claim for compensation over the loss of the goodwill in our dealership. The change of business model 

from dealership to agency does not happen overnight. We would expect that Honda Australia and Honda Japan 

have documents regarding their plans to launch an agency model that pre-date us entering into our dealer 

agreements in July 2018. 

Other brands, such as Mercedes, as we mentioned, are moving to a similar model. Their submission states that 

they have been in consultation with their dealers since 2016 for transition in 2022. That is six years. For the past 

50 years, Honda dealerships have been bought and sold, with the knowledge and approval of Honda Australia. In 

fact, under the dealer agreement, Honda Australia have an overriding option to purchase a dealership at a price no 

less favourable than that being offered by the prospective purchaser. We believe the collective goodwill 

component of the terminated dealers would be in the order of hundreds of millions of dollars. Through the 

unlawful act of Honda Australia, this amount has been wiped off the balance sheets of the dealers' businesses, as 

their option to sell has been removed. Having enjoyed a strong professional relationship with Honda Australia for 

over 50 years, we are not confrontationalists and we are not litigious. We have been forced into this position due 
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to Honda Australia's refusal to pay fair and reasonable compensation. We have no option but to embark on court 

proceedings in order to protect our commercial interests, which we've built up over half a century. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you, Mr Avis, for that opening submission and for your written submission as 

well. Can I just say, as a senator, that we rely on citizens to be brave enough to stand up and tell the truth about 

what's happening in their communities, whether that's in the field of business or defence or in any other part of 

our community. There aren't many people in your industry who are willing to take the risk of going to court 

against such a big entity—Honda, in this instance. Neither are there many car dealers who have the will, the time 

or the money to undertake the task that you're undertaking for the reasons that you've articulated. A court will 

determine matters of law, and I'm not going to pretend to be able to do anything to resolve your situation. But I 

sincerely thank you for bringing the detail of this matter forward so that it can go on the public record and people 

can understand how fragile what they thought was a very long and stable business model now is. Sincere thanks 

for that. Can I just go back to some of the facts. You signed your dealer agreement with Honda Australia in June 

2018. Is that correct? 

Mr Avis:  Yes. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Two years after you signed that, in the course of this year, you state that Honda 

terminated your agreement with them without notice. How long did you expect your dealer agreement, which you 

signed in 2018, to go for? 

Mr Avis:  We signed for a five-year term, expiring in June 2023. They gave us notice on 23 March that we 

would be terminated in June 2021. 

Senator O'NEILL:  That's the matter that you are going to seek redress for in the courts? 

Mr Avis:  That's correct. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Can you inform the committee of the practical impact of the termination of this agreement 

with Honda. For example, how much will it cost for you to refit your premises, with Honda absent? 

Mr Avis:  For instance, we have a showroom which is a custom-built showroom. A few years ago, the front of 

the showroom was redesigned. It's three storeys. It's got a big sail on the roof, a big red wall. It is a Honda 

showroom; that's it. To change that into some other form of use would obviously cost hundreds of thousands of 

dollars, for a start. Then, of course, there are major staff implications. We have very loyal staff. Some staff have 

been with us for over 30 years. It's so disappointing that we have been put in this position and they have been put 

in this position. We're actively trying to buy another franchise or something to fill that space. Had we known 

earlier, there were other opportunities that we could have pursued those; however, we have missed out. We were 

in the wrong place at the wrong time, and currently we have nothing to replace quite a substantial facility in quite 

an expensive area of Melbourne. 

Senator O'NEILL:  People who don't know about your business might say, 'Perhaps they were just one of the 

businesses that weren't going so well—they were going down anyway, and Honda had every right to do this.' 

What do you say to that kind of commentary? 

Mr Avis:  We're a profitable business. We've always been a profitable business. We have very good economies 

of scale. We are a multifranchise, so we can spread fixed overheads across different franchises, which is the best 

modus operandi today. It's very expensive. You've either got to have a very good franchise with a very good 

market share, or you've got to be a multifranchise, which is what we are. We're able to cover our expenses across, 

and, yes, we are profitable. 

Senator O'NEILL:  How much do you think the loss of your relationship with Honda will cost in terms of 

loss of staff? 

Mr Avis:  We've already started losing staff. When we received the notice of termination, the paperwork we 

received had, I think, four notes of confidentiality, holding us to the confidentiality clause in our dealer 

agreement. All we were allowed to do was tell our staff, but then they had to be under a confidentiality 

agreement. We weren't allowed to tell customers, which has been very difficult. Because of the Honda situation 

being in the news, we have had customers coming to us and asking us if we are going to be a Honda dealer. There 

are emails which I had with the senior management of Honda Australia, saying: 'What do I do here? I'm not going 

to lie to them. You're putting us in a very compromised position. You've done this all without prejudice. You're 

holding us to our dealer agreement. I'm in a position where I've got to tell a lie to my customer, and my personal 

integrity will not allow me to do it.' 
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Senator O'NEILL:  They've placed you in an extremely difficult position. What you've just said is that, 

essentially, you've been silenced in the agreement to a point where Honda have constructed a pathway to force 

you to lie to your Australian customers. 

Mr Avis:  They've forced us into a situation where we can't tell the truth. If asked the direct question, 'Will you 

be a Honda dealer in the future?' the answer that came through from the PR department was, 'You will be looked 

after in the future by a Honda dealer,' or something along those lines. We weren't allowed to tell the customers 

that we had been terminated. 

Senator O'NEILL:  If they've got to the stage where they have prepared scripts for you to use as your cover—

not an outright lie, but as close to it as you can get—it sounds like this must have been some time in preparation. 

Mr Avis:  They sent that to us post the actual notice of termination. When customers started to come to us, 

they were reactive. There were 14 dealers in Melbourne, and 11 dealership sites have been terminated, leaving 

three. We had a situation where one of those agency dealers was telling customers that other dealers wouldn't be 

dealers in the future. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So not everybody got the memo to get in on the deception. 

Mr Avis:  Completely, absolutely. 

Senator O'NEILL:  The three dealers that have been advantaged can immediately bank that advantage, 

because they can say, 'We will be a dealer,' and they are in fact telling people that you're lying to them. Other 

Honda dealers have been set up against you. 

Mr Avis:  In effect, yes. 

Senator O'NEILL:  That's disgraceful. I don't know a single Australian who would think that's okay. I thank 

you for putting that on the record because that's the kind of thing that really matters. People expect the truth to be 

told in business, and they certainly would be unaware of the sort of pressure that you're coming under, from these 

large overseas companies, to treat Australians in that way. You said there's the cost of the showroom. Did Honda 

offer to pay the costs for your showroom when they decided to terminate? 

Mr Avis:  No. They paid the costs of the initial frontage. That was seven or eight years ago. They did pay that 

cost, but there has been no offer of compensation on facilities or redundancies. As I said, we have already lost 

staff. What do we say to them? We lost a couple in the last two weeks. They were very good and loyal staff. One 

of them, I think, had been there for 14 years. He came to my business partner and said: 'I've been offered this job. 

I know we won't be a Honda dealer shortly.' I wasn't in on the conversation, but what could my business partner 

say? Unfortunately, 'Yes, go; you've got an opportunity.' We can't keep all our staff until June next year and 

expect them all to suddenly find another job. We're like a dead man walking. 

Senator O'NEILL:  This is exactly what I understand about small business in Australia. Small-business 

people are decent hardworking people. They have an incredible loyalty to their staff, because that's what makes 

businesses successful. I think it's a disgrace that you find yourself, like so many other automotive dealers across 

the country, in this invidious position. Did Honda offer to pay for any of the goodwill of the successful business 

that you traded? 

Mr Avis:  Nothing. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Did Honda offer any compensation to the over 100 people you employ? 

Mr Avis:  Nothing.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Did— 

Mr Avis:  They offered—through an agency—counselling.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Okay. So they knew it would cause distress so they offered counselling as their PR 

response to the reality of Australians losing their jobs.  

Mr Avis:  Yes.  

Senator O'NEILL:  And they did this in the middle of a pandemic? 

Mr Avis:  Correct. This was end of March. We received process documents, all under the cover of 'without 

prejudice' and weren't allowed to say anything, which is the reason so many Honda dealers have been muzzled 

through this process.  

Senator O'NEILL:  It's important that people understand, though, that today you are here giving evidence to 

the Senate and that you are protected by privilege. There were words read out at the beginning of this hearing, and 

I know that you've been advised what that means. You cannot be subject to intimidation from anyone in light of 

the evidence you've given today, which is why I made a bit of a song and dance about thanking you for coming 
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forward to actually put the truth about what's going on on the record. You state that the Fordham accountancy 

group evaluated the Honda dealers' damages claim and it was calculated to be four times more than the offer 

made by Honda Australia.  

Mr Avis:  That's correct.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Why are the offers so different, in your opinion? 

Mr Avis:  The main reason was firstly their method of calculation. We report our figures every month to the 

manufacturer. The first thing is that there are various lines in the report and they had not picked up all the lines of 

income. Some of the income was actually income they paid to us, so when they worked out— 

Senator O'NEILL:  When you refer to 'they' in that sentence, you're talking about Honda. Is that correct, Mr 

Avis? 

Mr Avis:  Honda Australia. Correct. Yes.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Honda Australia, using the information you gave them? 

Mr Avis:  Yes.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Arbitrarily selected from that data—what they would and wouldn't use—and came up 

with a compensation figure? 

Mr Avis:  Yes. And also, having said that, Ron and I have been in business for a long time. Our kids grew up 

together. We've been together a long time. And Honda was the original franchise. Since then, we've added another 

six—I think five or six; I can't remember. And I'd like to say, we have a great relationships with our OEMs. This 

is not usual. This is not about the imbalance of power. This is about the abuse of the imbalance of power. We 

have great relationships with our OEMs. So I'd like to stress that.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you.  

Mr Avis:  But we're in a situation where unfortunately we were just forced down this track. We just had no 

other recourse.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Did Honda make it clear to you why they terminated your agreement? 

Mr Avis:  No.  

Senator O'NEILL:  What is your sense of why they did that and the timing of that? I know it's speculation. 

But you are an expert in this area.  

Mr Avis:  Yes. We can speculate—and I don't like to speculate, but they gave us various reasons that were all 

on their grounds: 'We're losing money. We're changing the business model, rationalised it'—whatever. It didn't 

really matter. There was nothing that was specific to us. People are still surprised. Why would you sack your 

biggest dealer with your highest levels, your highest KPIs? We've been doing the job for them for 50 years and 

we got sacked. It just seems incongruous. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Yes. It does. It does seem inexplicable.  

Mr Avis:  However, leading on from that, what we understand is that the three agency dealers who are left out 

of the 14—and this is speculating so I'll add that—are supposed to be setting up camp in our PMA— 

Senator O'NEILL:  Which is your area of trading? 

Mr Avis:  Which is our geographical area, yes. So, in other words, the number of dealer points is going to 

increase from three to five or six or whatever it's going to be. Then, of course, we've sold thousands and 

thousands of Hondas into this area and they'll get it for nothing [inaudible]  

Senator O'NEILL:  Right. So I'll come to that in a minute. One of the concerns that I have after hearing the 

evidence from the National Automobile Dealers Association of the United States is that, if this model is copied 

and there's a reduction in competition within the Australian market, and dealers like Honda can just say, 'There's 

one price point. It's $17,690. Take it or leave it,' then all of the competition that helps people get a good deal when 

they're purchasing their car will be removed. Fourteen down to three is a reduction in competition immediately, 

isn't it? 

Mr Avis:  Absolutely.  

Senator O'NEILL:  I understand that your customer data is organised in a way that's specific to your trade and 

it could be protected under intellectual property law. You say in your submission that actually Honda Australia 

are intending to gift that data, which you own, as a customer database to the new agency dealers, the three that 

you've just described. Why is Honda not offering you any compensation for that intellectual property and your 

customer database? If they think it's of value for somebody else, why do you not get anything for that? 
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Mr Avis:  They obviously think it's valuable because it's part of the exit deed that we have to sign it over.   

Senator O'NEILL:  Could you please outline for the benefit of the committee the steps that you undertook to 

resolve the dispute between yourselves and Honda Australia prior to seeking recourse through the courts? 

Mr Avis:  We engaged a lawyer—a group of us—HWL Ebsworth, to act on our behalf. We went through 

mediation. Unfortunately, that got nowhere. Ron and I were talking during this mediation and, because this is so 

foreign to us; we're not litigants. We've had great relationships with Honda for the last 50 years. The Japanese are 

honourable people. We find it remarkable that this is happening to us and to everybody. But, as a consequence of 

that, we discussed it and I said to Ron, 'Let's send an email to Stephen Collins and ask him. Let's try and talk 

about this man to man [inaudible]' I might have a copy of the email here which we sent. It was basically saying, 

'Look, can we talk about this?' I'm very happy to supply you with a copy of it. We had no reply. Then the 

mediation kept going—and nothing. And here we are today.  

Senator O'NEILL:  I'm sure that you have some idea about how expensive that path you're on is.  

Mr Avis:  Yes.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Without disclosing that, I'm just going to ask you: would binding arbitration, enabled by 

government legislation, be a more cost-effective and time-effective way of resolving such a dispute as you're in 

right now? 

Mr Avis:  I believe so. I don't know if Ron's got any thoughts on that. I certainly believe so.  

Mr Klein:  Yes. I would suggest that that would be certainly a step in the right direction.  

Senator O'NEILL:  I'm sure that you're aware of the department's draft voluntary principles. We heard 

evidence from Mr Voortman of the AADA that these principles that are being discussed have actually come out 

of the very context that you're describing, but that they appear to be being proffered as voluntary principles. Does 

the government need to pony up, basically, and deliver mandatory principles into this sector to provide the 

protection that Australian automotive traders need—and the benefits that flow through to consumers? 

Mr Klein:  I would suggest: yes. Just using our own personal experience, those draft suggestions would 

certainly be of some assistance in a situation like a manufacturer exiting the industry or indeed changing their 

distribution model. In this particular case with Honda, they have culled over one-third of their national dealers, 

mainly metropolitan dealers which are their larger ones. So it would certainly be of assistance if it was mandatory.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Yes. And you're not suggesting that there should be complete restriction on change of 

models as things emerge, but that if there is—for want of a better term—a divorce then there needs to be rules 

around that that are fair and reasonable? 

Mr Klein:  That is correct. 

Senator O'NEILL:  My next questions go to some concerns I have about 'fair and reasonable', frankly. You've 

given evidence this morning to me that you communicated directly with Honda, having had a great relationship 

over decades that you thought would be able to help you resolve the matter. Honda didn't respond, but somebody 

responded on behalf of Honda—is that correct? 

Mr Klein:  Yes. During the course of the negotiations regarding compensation, Honda were represented by 

Deloitte, the accountancy firm, and they did all the negotiations, with Honda in the background and completely 

silent as far as we were concerned. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Could you please outline to the committee your experience with Deloitte acting for 

Honda? 

Mr Klein:  We found Deloitte very, very intimidating. We found that it was a very one-sided negotiation 

regarding adequate compensation. They used intimidatory tactics, which are outlined in our submissions, and it 

was very one-sided. 

Senator O'NEILL:  In terms of the intimidatory tactics that were employed, on your evidence, by Deloitte, 

you argue in your submission that they said to you that any litigation from you would be very protracted—would 

take a very long time—and that that would be their intention. What would be the benefit of making a long period 

in court, for Deloitte? And why do you think they said that to you? 

Mr Klein:  Simply because they were indicating that it was going to be long and expensive and that the result 

you would get would be no more favourable than what they were offering. To me, that's intimidatory. It's 

outrageous, to say the least. It was designed to intimidate dealers into not pursuing any further action. And of 

course, quite a number did not pursue any further action. 
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Senator O'NEILL:  So, in addition to your own experience of that intimidatory behaviour, as you describe it, 

Mr Klein, you've just put on the record that this was the standard operating model of Deloitte in its interactions 

with other dealers that you know of who are perhaps too frightened to speak out—is that the case? 

Mr Klein:  That is correct. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Finally, you have been very clear in your submission that Deloitte indicated to you that, if 

you were unsuccessful, costs would be pursued from you on an indemnity basis. Are you the only company that 

you know of to have received that sort of communication from Deloitte? 

Mr Klein:  No. 

Senator O'NEILL:  And what do you think the purpose of those comments were from the representative of 

Honda through Deloitte? 

Mr Klein:  I believe that was conveyed to other dealers, and others have shared with me confidentially that 

those tactics were used on other dealers, and I believe there's actually some evidence of that in writing. 

Senator O'NEILL:  In order to protect your company and other Australian businesses, what is your request of 

the government? 

Mr Klein:  I would suggest that any legislation outlining a compensation formula should be included in any 

dealer agreement, so that, in the event of a divorce, as you call it—a change of distribution model; exiting 

Australia—it would take the ambiguity out of any argument pertaining to compensation, goodwill and the 

customer database. 

Senator O'NEILL:  And does that need to be based on mandatory principles, or do you think a voluntary code 

would cut the mustard with companies like Deloitte and Honda? 

Mr Klein:  My opinion—and my opinion only—is that it should be mandatory. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So you're a business that is asking the government to act to support you to be able to do 

your business? 

Mr Klein:  That is correct. 

CHAIR:  I have a couple of questions in terms of the brand as it has developed in your local area relative to 

other areas. Are you precluded from sharing your own market information with other dealers? I guess you would 

be concerned that the viability of an agent type model has been built up through your own marketing and brand 

awareness that you have done in the areas that you market to. 

Mr Avis:  In our area, we punch well above our weight. The Honda percentage in our area is very high. But 

that has been built up over 50 years. So for someone else to come in and take over that area—it's an absolute 

goldmine for someone. 

CHAIR:  It depends on the conditions under which Honda allows them to trade. You would argue that Honda 

is essentially taking that value away from you and capturing it for themselves or for whichever agents are allowed 

into the area? You are well aware that Honda's brand penetration in your area is higher than in other areas? 

Mr Avis:  Yes, we are. 

CHAIR:  Was any value placed on that in your compensation package? 

Mr Avis:  None whatsoever. 

CHAIR:  None whatsoever—other than where volume might have been reflected in any of the— 

Mr Avis:  The financial compensation was based on their calculation of our profitability. 

CHAIR:  So on one hand they're trying to capture that profitability—which is higher than they say it is—for 

themselves. How many dealerships have they cancelled as a whole in terms of the ones they targeted? 

Mr Avis:  The number of dealers? 

CHAIR:  Yes. 

Mr Klein:  From our knowledge—again, Honda have been relatively confidential about these numbers; they 

haven't disclosed anything in terms of these numbers to the public or to the other dealers—it is somewhere 

between 30 and 40 dealers nationally, mainly metropolitan. 

CHAIR:  Do you suspect that they have targeted profitable dealers so that they can capture that value for 

themselves? 

Mr Klein:  That's an assumption one could make. We have no idea what criteria they have used to select their 

agency dealers. 
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CHAIR:  And, because you haven't converted to accepting the compensation, you're unaware of what those 

contract terms will be for agency dealers relative to your current conditions? 

Mr Klein:  We are completely unaware of what's being offered to agency dealers. 

CHAIR:  How should that value that you have within your dealership be properly recognised within a 

franchise contract? Clearly there's the brand as developed by Honda, and then there's the brand that you develop 

locally, including through your visibility, your local marketing and the customer reputation that you develop 

locally. Do you know where you sit in terms of how much marketing and local work you've done relative to other 

dealers? 

Mr Klein:  No, we're not aware of how we would compare to others in that area, but we are certainly aware 

that in 2019, the last full calendar year, we were the largest-selling Honda motor vehicle dealer in Australia, and 

also we have been the largest Honda spare parts dealer in Australia for approximately the last 15 years. 

CHAIR:  Because you're the largest, does that mean you're able to cut better deals on the prices of your 

vehicles from Honda, or are you unaware of how that works relative to other dealerships? 

Mr Klein:  No, in terms of Honda, everybody pays the same for the vehicles. It's a very level playing field 

from a purchasing point of view. 

CHAIR:  So their motivation, therefore, can't be because you're gouging them unfairly in a way that other 

dealers aren't; it can only be, in large part, that they're really trying to capture the value of the business that you've 

built up. On the one hand they're saying, 'This is what you're worth in compensation,' and that's recognised as true 

value, while on the other hand you can only surmise that they've made their own calculations about the value of 

your brand that they'd like to capture for themselves. 

Mr Klein:  We feel that gifting our goodwill and our customer database to an agency dealer is completely 

unacceptable and, if that's the way that Honda want to go, we deserve fair and reasonable compensation. That is 

our position. 

CHAIR:  Hence you're headed to court. Thank you very much for your evidence today. As chair, I echo 

Senator O'Neill and our opening remarks in relation to the impact of parliamentary privilege: you shouldn't 

experience any detriment because of this evidence today. If you feel you have at any stage, please reach out to the 

parliament. 

Mr Klein:  Thank you very much for the opportunity. 

Mr Avis:  Thank you. 
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GEORGE, Mr Peter, Legal Adviser, Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries 

McDONALD, Mr Tony, Director, Industry Operations, Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries 

WEBER, Mr Tony, Chief Executive, Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries 

Evidence from Mr George was taken via teleconference— 

[12:03] 

CHAIR:  I welcome witnesses from the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries. I understand 

parliamentary privilege information about your own evidence and the protection of witnesses has been provided 

to you. I now invite you to make a short opening statement, and once you have finished those remarks I will invite 

members of the committee to ask questions. 

Mr Weber:  I will make a short introduction for you. The level of dealer terminations in Australia over the last 

4½ years to the beginning of 2020 has run at 0.33 per cent per annum. If a dealer is wrongfully terminated, they 

are entitled to compensation under the existing extensive legal regime. It should be noted that nonrenewal is not 

termination. The historic low level of terminations is not surprising, as cooperation and harmony between the 

dealer and the OEM is key to business success. The avenue to the customer for the OEM is through the dealer. 

However, the automotive world is not free from risk. A combination of factors—including tightening of 

lending following the banking royal commission; COVID-19; natural disasters; and supply constraints—have 

impacted sales in Australia. In 2017 the industry sold just over 1.189 million units. This year it is on target to sell 

around 860,000 units—a decline of more than 25 per cent. We have seen the market decline on a month-by-month 

comparison over the previous year and for 31 consecutive months now. Times are tough. However, this is part 

and parcel of being an entrepreneur. There is a degree of risk and there is certainly a degree of reward for a well-

run business. Importantly, this cannot be assessed at the end of the term. 

The risk as reduced by industry experience is almost an essential prerequisite to establishing a new dealership. 

The disclosure document advises dealers to access quality legal, accounting and business advice prior to signing. 

Dealers and OEMs are protected by the extensive regulation in this area, including the franchising code—

including the recent changes introduced on 1 June this year—and good faith provisions; the Australian Consumer 

Law, which includes unconscionable-conduct provisions; and the common law. The world is changing rapidly, 

consumers are changing and the regulations that govern OEM and dealer relations need to have the flexibility to 

provide vehicles to the market and service those vehicles in the manner that consumers desire. 

CHAIR:  Thank you very much for your opening remarks. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you for your opening statement, Mr Weber. Can you please tell the committee if 

Honda Australia is a member of your board? 

Mr Weber:  There is a representative from Honda Australia on our board, yes. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Are you aware that Honda Australia distributed over $38 million in profits to their equity 

holders, located outside of Australia, in the last financial year? 

Mr Weber:  No. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Can you please tell the committee if Mercedes-Benz is a member of your board? 

Mr Weber:  There is a representative from Mercedes-Benz on our board at the moment. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Are you aware that Mercedes-Benz Australia paid $100 million in dividends to 

shareholders in the last financial year? 

Mr Weber:  No. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Is General Motors-Holden a member of the FCAI? 

Mr Weber:  Yes. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Do you represent any car manufacturers that make cars in Australia from scratch? 

Mr Weber:  Today? We have in the past, but we don't anymore since the last plant closed at the end of 2017. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So there are no Australian car manufacturers as part of the Federal Chamber of 

Automotive Industries; you only represent overseas car manufacturers who import into Australia? 

Mr Weber:  That's not quite right. We represent brands that distribute vehicles in Australia, and sometimes 

those brands are the Australian arms of international corporations; at other times, they are brands that have a 

relationship with a supplier of vehicles and they bring those vehicles to the market in Australia. 

Senator O'NEILL:  But there are no manufacturers in Australia that you represent? 
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Mr Weber:  There are no manufacturers of vehicles in Australia. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Does the FCAI have any car dealers on your board? Do you have any car dealers on your 

board? 

Mr Weber:  No, we do not represent car dealers. Our constitution would not allow that. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Do you have any other representatives who represent anyone other than car manufacturers 

on your board? 

Mr Weber:  We have representatives that represent the sellers of ATVs and motorcycles in this country. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So, other than car manufacturers, that is the full extent of who you represent? 

Mr Weber:  Our current membership is: people who import and sell vehicles in Australia, from the 

motorcycle, ATV and light vehicle sector, yes. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Is it fair to say that the FCAI advocates on behalf of car manufacturers and their interests? 

Mr Weber:  Well, the importers of motor vehicles, motorcycles and ATVs, yes. 

Senator O'NEILL:  You're reframing my question. Can I just ask, to get a very clear answer: is it fair to say 

that the FCAI advocates on behalf of car manufacturers and car manufacturers' interests? 

Mr Weber:  We represent the distributors of cars in this country and of motorcycles and ATVs. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Distributors are not car dealers—is that right, Mr Weber? 

Mr Weber:  Correct—well, sorry; we are getting into a very technical area here! 

Senator O'NEILL:  I don't know that it's that technical. The reality is that there are big companies that we've 

been hearing about all morning, from every witness so far, who are displaying extraordinary behaviours that 

we've just had reported—and I note that you were in the room for the witnesses who just proceeded you—such as 

of Honda having employed Deloitte to intimidate, according to our evidence this morning, Australian businesses 

in this country. I'm trying to make it clear, on the public record: are you here to support the Australian businesses, 

or are you here effectively advocating for the car manufacturers? 

Mr Weber:  I'm simply making the point that some of our members, No. 1— 

Senator O'NEILL:  Mr Weber, you can make that point, but I want an answer to my question. 

Mr Weber:  Some of our members actually historically have had dealerships, to answer your question, and I 

believe that they still do, but I stand to be corrected if I'm wrong on that. 

Senator O'NEILL:  I don't think it's such a hard question. The AADA are here clearly standing up for 

Australian businesses. Are you here clearly standing up for the manufacturers of cars who are overseas entities? 

Which side are you on, Mr Weber? 

Mr Weber:  I represent our members. Our members are clearly stated on our website. And— 

Senator O'NEILL:  Are you too embarrassed to say that you represent Honda? You've told me they're on your 

board. 

Mr Weber:  No, not at all, Senator. 

Senator O'NEILL:  You're not embarrassed to represent Mercedes-Benz, who are also in the throes of 

delivering very significant change to the Australian dealership network? 

Mr Weber:  Not at all, Senator. 

Senator O'NEILL:  I think it's pretty clear who you're here to represent. Given that, is it safe to say that you 

wouldn't want any of the proposed regulations that have been asked for by the sector to be implemented? Would 

you prefer it to stay as it is, without any legislative change? 

Mr Weber:  We've been through a substantial review of the regulatory framework around franchising. 

Senator O'NEILL:  That's correct, Mr Weber? 

Mr Weber:  That was last updated on 1 June by an announcement by the government. Those changes need to 

work their way through the system, given the nature of such changes. That's similar to all sectors of the economy. 

Senator O'NEILL:  You weren't here this morning for the evidence from the AADA—although I'm sure you 

will read the transcript. They made it very clear that the instrument that you are talking about, which was a 

government response in June, does not meet the needs of the sector and is not delivering any other relief from a 

power play by big companies such as GM, Honda and Mercedes to alter the model of doing business in Australia. 

Mr Weber:  The announcement was made on 1 June. I would be surprised if anyone was in a position to make 

any substantial assessment of the success of those changes so quickly after the announcement. 
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Senator O'NEILL:  Are you aware of the failure of previous attempts by the government in recent years to 

make change that has not delivered the sorts of protection of Australian small business that the AADA are 

seeking? 

Mr Weber:  In my sector, or more broadly across the economy? 

Senator O'NEILL:  In your sector. 

Mr Weber:  As I stated at the start, the level of terminations in Australia over many years has been very low. 

We looked at the 4½ years to the beginning of 2020. It ran at one-third of one per cent per annum. That would 

strike me as a very low level of termination. 

Senator O'NEILL:  You made the point yourself that it wasn't just about termination; there was also the issue 

of non-renewal. And we just had evidence about 11 of 14 Honda dealers receiving a termination. I think it is an 

arbitrary selection of data to the beginning of 2020, which doesn't really capture what's going on. We might 

disagree on that. 

I will ask a final question. In your submission you describe the imbalance of power—an argument we have 

heard so much of this morning from the US, from the AADA and from the most successful Honda dealer in 

Melbourne, whose contract was terminated—as a catchphrase, not a reality. You say it is an unsophisticated 

analysis of the dealer distribution participants. How would you describe the power relationship between some of 

the biggest companies in the world and the sophisticated but relatively small businesses that provide cars and jobs 

and give people the benefit of profit-making in small business in Australia? 

Mr Weber:  I think the vast majority of dealers in Australia are very sophisticated. They have access to quality 

advice, whether it be legal, taxation or business advice. Sometimes they have that in house. We also have a very 

extensive legal framework to protect these people. If there are issues, they can take them to the courts. Mr George 

will be able to give you a much better answer to this question, but my understanding is that there is an affordable 

process through the courts if there is a disagreement. 

Senator O'NEILL:  I might ask you to provide evidence to that fact because it's an assertion that doesn't seem 

to be borne out by other submissions that we have received in confidence and the evidence from Mr Avis and Mr 

Klein in regard to their battle with Astoria, in which Deloitte represented Honda in a manner that I think reveals 

the underbelly of the way power operates in this sector. Finally, did you have any input to the draft principles for 

new car dealership agreements that the department of industry is drafting for Minister Karen Andrews? 

Mr Weber:  We have been working with the department, the minister's office and the minister over a number 

of years.  

Senator O'NEILL:  I'm sure that you would have been, but I'm asking specifically with regard to these draft 

principles.  

Mr Weber:  We were emailed draft principles yesterday. I received them. I was in a number of meetings 

yesterday, and I looked at them late last night. I haven't checked them against work that we've done in the past. 

We've been talking at a whole raft of levels with the minister's office, the minister and the department for a long 

period of time, and there have been many suggestions throughout that time.  

Senator O'NEILL:  Mr Weber, I caution you about responding along the lines that you are at the moment. 

The answer I seek is a full and frank answer. The draft principles were sent to you yesterday. You have had a 

chance to look at them. I do not dispute the fact that you have been very much in the ear of the minister. The 

question I ask is: with regard to the six principles that are in front of you and which you have had time to look at, 

did you provide any input into the drafting of these particular principles? If you can't answer, can you refer to Mr 

McDonald or Mr George or, if you need to, take it on notice. 

Mr Weber:  We've had extensive discussions about the framework, and any draft principles would be part of 

that framework. We have been very up-front about what we believe is the right approach, and we believe that 

there is an appropriate regulatory framework that has been enhanced by the changes that were announced. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Mr Weber, you're answering another question of your own choosing. I want to ask you 

again, and I want a clear answer this time: did you have any input into the draft principles, items 1 to 6, that you 

have a copy of in front of you? Did you have any input into the drafting of these principles that have been 

released now by the department?  

Mr McDonald:  Perhaps one of the problems here is that we did get this document rather late yesterday. I have 

not compared the document that was provided to us with what we were working on. Do you know where the one 

the committee provided to us came from? I haven't had a chance to compare—I apologise, and I'm happy to do it 

after this—what we thought was the status of the document with what was sent to us yesterday.  
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Senator O'NEILL:  It was pretty clear for other participants to indicate whether they were involved with the 

draft principles or not. Given that you represent the OEMs, I thought it would be reasonable that you might have 

been consulted. Is your evidence to me that the minister has not made available to you the opportunity to 

participate in these principles? Is the minister playing one game with— 

Mr McDonald:  No. 

Senator O'NEILL:  the small businesses in this country and playing another game with you, as the 

representatives of the overseas companies?  

Mr McDonald:  No, that's not what I was trying to convey.  

Senator O'NEILL:  I'm sure it wasn't, but the reality is I can't get a straight answer. Is the minister, in good 

faith, negotiating with you around these draft principles, or is this a folly that she's trying to keep the car dealers 

quiet with?  

Mr McDonald:  What we're saying is: yes, the minister is negotiating with the industry, including the dealers 

and the distributors through their associations, about draft principles. I am sorry, but I have not compared the 

document that was sent to us from the Senate yesterday, the origin of which I don't know, with the status of the 

document that I do know we were working with with the department and the industry. I don't know if they're the 

same document. That's all I'm saying. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you. That is a much clearer answer to the question.  

Mr McDonald:  I'm pleased to help. 

Senator O'NEILL:  I appreciate that.  

CHAIR:  I have one point of clarification. Can please take on notice the comparison that Senator O'Neill asked 

questions about. I'm assuming that you will go back and check whether you have been consulted about the draft 

voluntary principles for new car dealership agreements? Is that correct? 

Mr McDonald:  Yes, we will certainly take on board that comparison.  

CHAIR:  And you will take that on notice?  

Mr McDonald:  Yes.  

CHAIR:  I'm unaware  at which point the committee's version of that document is an earlier or later iteration to 

which you might have—you might also reflect on. So you might also note that as well. Thank you very much for 

your evidence today. 

DUDLEY, Mr Richard, Chief Executive Officer, Motor Trades Association of Australia Ltd 

[12:25] 

CHAIR:  Welcome. I understand information on parliamentary privilege and the protection of witnesses and 

evidence has been provided to you. I now invite you to make a short opening statement, after which we will have 

questions. 

Mr Dudley:  Thank you very much. Wow; what a contrast! In the last few hours, I think the committee has had 

answered in unequivocal terms what a power imbalance looks like in the automotive sector in the franchise. You 

heard from a dealer with almost 100 employees and a 53-year relationship that you could argue was a partnership 

for those 53 years, was the epitome of a sound working relationship, with the hallmarks of mutual respect and 

mutual benefit for the benefit of Australian consumers, who in March this year found out that that was worth 

nothing. Then we just heard my colleagues representing the manufacturers and their distributors in this country 

qualify it down to 0.33 per cent. 

If you needed no other evidence before this committee about the problems that dealers have encompassed for 

the last 20 years in terms of when the relationship turned sour, I think you've got it in spades. To have that issue 

of relationship breakdown and the problems that we have enunciated along with other associations to various 

inquiries for the last 20 years put down to a 0.33 per cent quantum is beyond belief. 

We thank the committee and chair for extending the terms of reference of this inquiry to look at the broader 

relationship between manufacturers, and distributors and dealers. It's an important area to examine. We also thank 

this committee and other committees who have been examining the franchising sector and, in particular, the 

unique nature of new car retailing and welcome the changes that have been secured to date and, indeed, planned, 

but we should not stop with those that have been achieved so far. We have a long way to go. 

MTAA has reviewed the submissions of manufacturers, distributors and their representative body, the Federal 

Chamber of Automotive Industries, and we've listened carefully to the testimony just presented. MTAA remains 
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perplexed but unsurprised by their common opposition to any further regulation and their contention that 

additional changes may negatively impact future investment by manufacturers and distributors in the Australian 

market. MTAA would respectfully suggest that such a campaign as demonstrated through the submissions to this 

committee is less about future market investments and more about the avoidance of overdue and necessary 

constraints on exploitive conduct by some manufacturers and distributors. After all, brands have come and gone 

in the Australian market and, indeed, in some cases have returned again. 

The manufacturer and distributor submissions generally assert that dealers are well resourced, and some are 

public companies which can effectively look after themselves. I think, as we've heard this morning, that may not 

necessarily be the case. Such statements imply that there is no power imbalance and miss the fundamental point 

that in business format franchising the size of a dealership is irrelevant as dealers, like all franchisees, lose control 

over expenditure decisions once they enter into the system. This gives rise to the potential for exploitative 

conduct. The so-called support by manufacturers and distributors of the adequacy of the current franchising code 

belies the fact that FCAI, the representative body of manufacturers and distributor members, has at all times prior 

to the introduction of the franchising code, and following its introduction and even today, consistently maintained 

that manufacturers and distributors are not franchisors. With respect, if they're not franchisors and car dealers are 

not franchisees, what are they?  

Many distributors state in their submissions to the committee that the current regulations are adequate and 

therefore no changes should be made. In addition, at least one manufacturer-distributor asserts that Australia's 

franchising laws and regulations are considered to be some of the world's most comprehensive and protective 

regimes for franchisees. The same distributor has stated publicly that it has not introduced an agency model in 

certain countries due to overseas franchise regulations. We heard from the United States' NADA this morning on 

that point. However, it's clear that the lack of regulatory control in Australia permits the distributor to make a 

unilateral change to its business model, contrary to the wishes of its own dealers, and to introduce an agency 

model. It says it will do so within the parameters of the franchising code, as if to say that that is appropriate. It has 

to comply with the code because of the specific definition, contained in the code, of a motor vehicle dealer 

agreement being a franchise. However, the new agency model proposed by the manufacture-distributor does not 

have the usual features and characteristics of a franchise and therefore it's questionable whether the code should 

apply to a non-franchise agreement. 

Recent developments in the retail automotive industry relating to the withdrawal of Holden from the Australian 

market and the decision by a few manufacturer-distributors—mentioned this morning—to unilaterally change the 

franchise business model to an agency model without any regulatory restraint under the code further demonstrates 

the weakness of the current code to provide fair and effective remedies for dealers. While MTAA is not 

opposed—and it has said this consistently for over 20 years—to manufacturer-distributors making changes to 

reflect market developments, they need to take place in a fair and equitable manner. While one distributor refers 

to the benefits of an agency model in reducing the risk for dealers by no longer being required to finance the 

purchase of cars for resale, the manufacturer-distributor does not consider, or state, the overall impact on 

profitability of dealers and the loss of margins they will incur. In any event, many distributors have changed the 

basic business model in recent years by unilaterally reducing dealer margins.  

I won't go on with the rest of our opening points because I think they've been more adequately expressed by 

previous witnesses to this committee. I thank them for their courage in being able to appear and point it out. We 

have consistently provided suggestions and solutions. We are grateful for the changes that have been made to 

date, but while the focus is on this particular industry and the importance of this industry to Australia's reliance on 

road transport we should not stop. We look forward to assisting the committee in any recommendations it can 

make to put in further reforms in this critically important area. 

CHAIR:  Thank you very much. I am going to commence with a couple of brief questions before I hand over 

to Senator O'Neill. In terms of your structure as a membership organisation, what is the difference between motor 

traders and dealers? I would note, for example, that you also have auto repairers and the like as your members; 

nevertheless, you come to a very similar position to that of the dealers association. Can you connect for us the 

broader issues here in terms of the impact, not just on dealerships but across the motor trades industry, of some of 

the directions taking place that are being led by vehicle importers? 

Mr Dudley:  The Motor Trades Association of Australia is the national federal body of various state and 

territory motor trade associations and automobile chambers of commerce. They, in turn, have tens of thousands of 

business representatives in the automotive industries, ranging from new car sales all the way through to recycling. 

So, in fact, our constituency is everyone from post-manufacturing through to the natural end of life of a vehicle, 

and everything in between. We have as member constituents new car dealers; used car dealers; independent 
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mechanical repairers; tyre retailers; fuel retailers; dismantlers and recyclers; and specialist professions such as 

brakes, steering et cetera. MTAA, as a national federated body, doesn't have those members as direct members, 

but my state and territory association members have those constituents as members. 

It affords us the ability to be able to look at broad policy, broad regulation, particularly at the Commonwealth 

level, and the interaction between Commonwealth laws and regulations with state regulations and laws, and it 

allows us the ability to look for similarities that are occurring across each of the industries within the automotive 

sector. From time to time it also promotes very, very rigorous debate within our organisations because, in many 

circumstances, they are naturally competing industries in their own right. We share almost identical views with 

the Australian Automotive Dealer Association on this. We share, in many cases, the same membership base in 

terms of dealers. That's not MTAA and AADA; AADA are a direct federal body with those dealers as direct 

members. Invariably many of the dealers are also members of my member association. 

CHAIR:  To put that in context, what do things like 'direct sales' and 'agency agreements' mean in terms of the 

entire small business food chain of your members? Is it more likely [inaudible] repairs, sales, parts get locked 

down to the importing company and a smaller group of businesses? 

Mr Dudley:  Sorry, Chair, I lost a little bit of that, but, if I heard you correctly, it's important on two fronts. 

The activities in new car dealer relationships with manufacturers/distributors can actually give you an early 

indication of changes in business models that might be occurring across the broader small business area. 

Alternatively, we can see things, from time to time, in smaller subsets of that same industry, such as parts et 

cetera, which may tend to filter upwards and give us an early lead on policy or regulatory problems that might 

occur as industries naturally consolidate due to changing market conditions or promote other small business 

issues. 

For example, we have been advocating very heavily on unfair contract terms and conditions, which is a broader 

small business market but which has absolutely equal importance in terms of new car retailing. We've also been 

very heavily involved, over a long period of time, in collective bargaining and the ability to have that more 

readily available; similarly, dispute resolution mechanisms and the ability to have those to provide timely and 

cost-effective means for businesses, whether they be small, micro, medium, to get effective resolutions. The thing 

that we bring to the table is the ability to have early notification across many different automotive industries, and 

to use those to our best advantage in our relationships in putting forward policy and regulation suggestions. 

CHAIR:  In that context, can I ask, firstly, what trends you are seeing and, secondly, whether you've got any 

particular concerns? I expect, for example, that your members will be working hard to keep up with trends in 

electric vehicles, and yet some of the companies involved in that will—I know there are issues with how 

intellectual property around manuals et cetera get locked down. In terms of an end-to-end model, where a 

diversity of business is locked out, what trends do you see, and are there any particular trends around electric 

vehicles? 

Mr Dudley:  There are certainly trends around electric vehicles—in particular, training. Most of my member 

associations are the largest automotive training providers in the country. So they are invariably training either 

automotive apprentices across the various professions or an employer-host of apprentices as well as training and 

providing those apprentices to various industries in the auto sector. So we have a very, very sound knowledge in 

terms of changes that are occurring to the manufacture of motor vehicles and to the training that's necessary for 

those motor vehicles. Electrification and hydrogen are very much at the top. You do not want technicians, 

necessarily, trained to apply normal mechanical training to an electric vehicle without thoroughly understanding 

the implications of what an electric vehicle is all about, the circuitry that's involved. So there are a range of issues. 

We're across other issues as well, which are both interrelated and interdependent, such as that we are 

advocating very strongly for legislation that will mandate the provision of motor vehicle service and repair 

information to independents but also to dealers. It's not clear that dealers necessarily get all of the information 

that's necessary for them to be able to provide the full suite of services from manufacturers as well, recognising 

intellectual property and recognising capital investment. Nonetheless, consumers must have the choice of being 

able to have their vehicles serviced at a place of their choosing, and they should not be restricted in doing so by 

having artificial restrictions placed on the information being provided to businesses to be able to perform that 

function. So there will be some things that— 

CHAIR:  So how might the retail— 

Mr Dudley:  That's a classic example of where we might have some differences of opinion. 

CHAIR:  Can I ask, in that context, how might the retail models, such as direct selling or agency agreements, 

flow down to effect training of apprentices and effect service and repair? 
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Mr Dudley:  It's yet to be seen. They are very important questions, because we're yet to actually understand 

what an agent model in new car retailing might mean for the future of apprenticeship training, the provision of 

those apprentices across not only a consolidating dealership base and who controls those. Our dealers are amongst 

the largest employers of apprentices in automotive professions around the country. Because of the nature of these 

agent agreements, we're still unsure—and this is not to be negative towards manufacturers; they have significant 

training programs, they invest in their product, they invest in the training of people to service their product et 

cetera—of what implications there may be. If you take away dealerships or you allow further consolidation 

through this agent model, what implications downstream or upstream are there in terms of employment and 

apprentices? Who controls the apprentices? Who provides the employment to them? I think the jury is still out on 

some of those critical issues. 

CHAIR:  What questions do we as a committee need to ask of the likes of Deloitte and the Chamber of 

Automotive Industries to get answers to those questions? 

Mr Dudley:  This is all about the— 

CHAIR:  I'm assuming we need to get some advice about what is actually in these agent agreements that are 

currently confidential—for example, in the case of Honda. 

Mr Dudley:  That would be most helpful, because, whilst we understand the commerciality of contractual 

arrangements between party A and party B, or manufacturer-distributor and dealer, there are some things industry 

should be entitled to know, and they include transparency on certain arrangements. We all understand that they 

may set the price for a vehicle and that will remove the intrabrand competition from dealers et cetera, but what 

does it actually look like in terms of that particular business still being required to provide a service capability to 

Australian consumers? What does it look like in terms of parts supply? What does it look like in terms of other 

areas? We've noticed that some of them are saying it doesn't touch those particular parts of a dealer's business. 

But does it? I'm not sure it's actually very clear or transparent, not to our satisfaction at least, at this stage. And 

then a natural flow-on from that is: Where does training take place? Who is responsible for training? What 

impacts does it have on our vocational education and training systems? Where does automotive fit into that? 

CHAIR:  In your experience, are things like training generally part of the dealer agreements—I'll have a 

chance, I think, to ask them about this shortly—or are they purely about the service and repair standards, with the 

dealerships making their own arrangements around training in order to meet those standards? 

Mr Dudley:  It's more the latter, but that doesn't rule out that the requirements specified in a dealer agreement 

or the supplementary or additional operations or procedures manuals might, to some considerable extent, specify 

what that level of training might be. 

CHAIR:  Thank you. Over to you, Senator O'Neill, or any other senator who would like the call. 

Senator O'NEILL:  Thank you, Mr Dudley, for your extensive submission. There have been a lot of high-

quality submissions to this extended inquiry. I appreciate the work that goes into them. Just to follow up on the 

questions from Senator Pratt that you've been responding to, I note that tertiary is currently in the process of 

designing a mandatory scheme for access to motor vehicle service and repair information. I'm well aware of the 

issue. You've indicated it's a point of contention between you and the AADA, who you are here supporting today 

in their quest for a mandatory set of principles. 

Mr Dudley:  Perhaps if I can qualify: all of the associations, I think—and I shouldn't speak on behalf of 

AADA, but AADA has been supportive of the legislation. We probably have members who might rub heads, 

because we don't know what the legislation looks like yet; we're not sure what the implications are. That's what I 

meant. But generally we're talking— 

Senator O'NEILL:  That's another process on another track, but I want to draw your attention to the fact that 

that is going to get mandatory status. I want to go to your submission in some detail. I thank you for your opening 

statement and I really would like a copy of it. I'm sure that you will send something on to the secretariat. You 

indicated in your opening remarks, and it's become pretty transparent here today, that there is a very big power 

imbalance in the automotive sales industry in Australia. You've recommended, with regard to principles, that the 

government and industry agree to formalise principles that outline expected conduct and requirements between 

franchisors and franchisees or between manufacturers and dealers. Can you please outline for the committee why 

you think the new agreed principles or specific industry franchise code should be mandatory? 

Mr Dudley:  Simply because our experience has been that without the ability to stop unilateral variations, 

which is at the heart of the move towards agent agreements—changes to dealer margins and changes to the broad 

superstructure, if you like, of agreements that are signed off—we're going to have ongoing problems. Unilateral 

variations must be stopped in the context of these agreements. 
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Secondly, in terms of compensation and goodwill, what this morning did—because this committee is focusing 

on the relationship between manufacturers, distributors and dealers—was to highlight an argument that both 

ourselves and AADA have put forward for the past 20 years. In every inquiry into the franchising code and the 

Australian consumer law, and indeed in the ACCC's investigations into the new car retail market, we have 

consistently mentioned the power imbalance. We have consistently mentioned the attributes of that power 

imbalance. I think it was pretty stark this morning to see from two different perspectives how that translates. We 

believe that there has been some substantial change this year. 

For the first time in 20 years we've seen more movement in this space, but it's still not enough, and so the 

mandate is necessary to do three things. It's to address the critical outstanding issues that have been mentioned in 

our submission and by others. It is to actually provide clarity on the operating environment for the relationship 

going forward in this particular sector. And there are required to be penalties and enforcement capability which 

acts as a deterrent to those who wish to continue to try to go down a different pathway. As I think most witnesses 

today have indicated—and we join them—this is not indicative of every player in the market. There are players 

that are performing very well, and the relationship is sound, but, as we heard this morning, that can turn sour and 

southwards very quickly. 

Senator O'NEILL:  If I read your submission correctly, I think there's an indication in there that as a 

temporary measure a set of principles could be voluntary but with a government commitment and requirement for 

monitoring by regulators. Is that correct? Is that your position? 

Mr Dudley:  MTAA's position is that we have said that it cannot be voluntary and our preference is for to it be 

mandated, but we have also heard that there may be constitutional or other problems in achieving that. We're not 

100 per cent sure of what those are. What we're saying is that simply having a voluntary set of principles isn't 

going to work; it's destined to failure. But, if there's going to be somewhere in between, we'd be happy to take that 

to our members and get their view on what that looks like, whatever that might be. But, to be clear, we want a 

mandate. 

Senator O'NEILL:  The sorts of positions that you're talking about in terms of power, I think, are probably 

well demonstrated by one part of your submission. I just thought it would be worth reading into the record this 

little bit about the influence of manufacturer requirements on a dealer in relation to warranty work. This 

articulates in your submission that a brand receives advice regarding changes to a warranty audit process. The 

dealers get advised of the revised requirements for the distributor to substitute a dealer claim for warranty work 

performed in future audit processes and outlines the levels of charge-back and rights of appeal. Then included in 

the new policy is a directive that says that any warranty claim is going to be rejected if it fails to meet a new set of 

12 mandatory steps, which was previously not the case, so it's just arbitrarily dropped out. 'We've changed our 

mind. Here you go: 12 mandatory steps you must comply with.' Then, if one of those 12 arbitrarily determined 

steps weren't met, that would trigger a rejection of a claim, with no right of appeal, which would leave the car 

owner who's got a car that's not working—a new car that they've purchased—in the situation where they have to 

satisfy the consumer requirements by absorbing the costs themselves or not undertaking the repair, exposing the 

consumer to lengthy delays and a resolution brought out because of the rules of the manufacturer. Is that a fair 

example of the way the current code allows power to operate? Is that a good example of how it looks when we get 

down and dirty there in the real world and people are dealing with this stuff? Is that what happens? 

Mr Dudley:  That's a very reasonable example of a unilateral variation just thrown in without notice, without 

any regard for the dealer and, importantly, in this instance with regard to warranty repairs, without due regard for 

the consumer, which is why we included it in our submission. How is a consumer meant to know that there is this 

hidden agenda over here from the manufacture or distributor of that particular brand that has a 12-step process 

that the dealer must satisfy before they can actually be adequately compensated for whatever the repair costs 

might be on that vehicle? 

Senator O'NEILL:  That's why this hearing is important. While we are here looking after small and large 

businesses across the country, if those businesses fail, or if they continue to be subject to the kind of arbitrary, 

unilateral change that we've just discussed, the cost is going to be borne by ordinary Australians. They expect us 

to be here doing the job for them of making sure that they can go about life pretty safely, and making sure they 

will be able to afford goods in this country. 

Mr Dudley:  In regard to this particular example, we know that this model of vehicle had problems. One could 

safely assume—because I don't have the commercial materials that underpin this, but based on the evidence and 

the materials provided to MTAA by certain dealers of this brand—that the costs were mounting in terms of the 

particular problems with this model of vehicle. 

Senator O'NEILL:  So some bright spark comes up with the idea: 'I know, we'll change the rules?' 
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Mr Dudley:  We'll change the rules, make it harder to make a claim on it and leave it up to the dealer. When a 

relationship turns sour between a manufacture and a dealer, these are the sorts of unilateral variations that can 

occur in a dealership arrangement. It's left to the dealer to have to make some very hard decisions if they want to 

keep the consumer happy. We have Australian consumer law, which is very, very protective of consumer rights as 

it should be, sitting over here and dealers are acutely aware of what they are required to do under that ACL, but, 

invariably, they are not given anywhere near the level of support that they should be given by some manufacturers 

and distributors. 

Senator O'NEILL:  I do note there has been much discussion about fixing that up, and as recently as 6 

November the Commonwealth and state and territory consumer affairs ministers agreed to strengthen existing 

unfair contract terms. I really look forward to that getting advanced as quickly as possible. 

Noting that this inquiry came on the back of General Motors's decision to withdraw the Holden brand from the 

Australian market, and we've since broadened the scope of this committee due to that evidence, are you able to 

detail for the committee the experience of your constituent members that may be similar to that of dealers affected 

by the behaviour of General Motors? Could you give me a sense of other foreign multinationals that look like 

they're going down the same path? 

Mr Dudley:  We stress, again, that not all manufacturers or distributors engage in exploitative conduct with 

their dealer network; however, when a relationship sours, it can happen. The protections are necessary to provide 

clarity to all parties in the market that they must abide by a set of rules. Those rules are not to constrain a 

competitive market. They are the cost of doing business in this country to ensure that consumers are protected, 

that Australian businesses are protected—not from changes in the market place, but from behaviour and 

misconduct masquerading as unilateral variations to contracts, 0.33 per cent terminations, which doesn't include 

non-renewals et cetera, and examples such as this. In the time since General Motors Holden and the compensation 

claims were finalised, if you can call it that, we've already seen two draft dealer agreements, and this is straight 

out of these agreements: 'The dealer is not entitled to any compensation payment, reimbursement or indemnity as 

a result of this agreement coming to an end by termination, expiry and the effluxion of time by any other means.' 

Senator O'NEILL:  All of that legal language often has ordinary Australians glazing over. In real, ordinary, 

good Aussie speak, as we'd find was probably alive and well in a few pubs in New South Wales and Queensland 

last night, what does that effectively mean, Mr Dudley—put it in normal speech for us? 

Mr Dudley:  Senator, what it effectively means is what the Honda dealers provided as witness testimony this 

morning, that is: 53 years, employing 100 people, a 30,000 strong customer database, the highest sales of any 

dealer in the land, mean nothing. That's what that clause means. 

Senator O'NEILL:  It means the contract that you have signed means nothing? 

Mr Dudley:  It means we'll take your goodwill and assign it to somebody else. It means that we'll take your 

customer database and we'll give to it somebody else. We'll pay you what we think your business is worth, not 

based on all of the information that's available, but based on what we think is relevant. 

Senator O'NEILL:  That's like a bank just coming in and taking over somebody's house— 

Mr Dudley:  Essentially. 

Senator O'NEILL:  at some point, and just saying: 'I'll tell you what it's worth and if you complain to 

anybody, this contract will have confidentiality clauses in it.' No Australian would put up with that kind of power, 

and no government should allow that to be the reality for Australians: to be intimidated in that way, no matter 

how big a business you are. Governments are in the job of making sure that businesses are safe and that jobs are 

kept safe and that Australian consumers can safely go about buying a good car at a good price. Sometimes that 

means the government need to get in— 

CHAIR:  Thank you, Senator O'Neil, for the appropriate closing remarks for our hearing today. I thank all of 

our witnesses, and I note that Hansard will be in touch with you all. Any questions on notice should be returned to 

the secretariat. 

Committee adjourned at 13:00  
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